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This manual describes Superedit (Speed), a text editor that 
runs on the Real-Time Disk Operating System (RDOS) and 
Disk Operating System (DOS). We have organized this 
manual as follows: 

Chapter 1 introduces Speed, tells you how to execute Speed 
from the RDOS or DOS Command Line Interpreter (CLl), 
and describes general concepts and terms. 

Chapter 2 directs you through a sample editing session and 
describes a few of the rudimentary Speed commands you 
will use most often. 

Chapter 3 discusses the remaining Speed commands. 

Chapter 4 contains nine examples which use most of the 
Speed commands described in this manual. (In addition, we 
have included working examples throughout the manual.) 

Chapter 5 contains an alphabetical listing and brief defini
tions of Speed commands. 

Chapter 6 contains RDOS/DOS implementation notes and 
information about memory utilization and error handling. 

Appendix A contains an ASCII character set. 

Appendix B lists all Speed error messages and their mean
ings. 

We assume that you are operating on-line with an RDOS 
or DOS system. If you are not or if you have never before 
used a string-oriented text editor, you should read the ap
propriate sections of the Introduction to RDOS (DGC No. 
069-400011) . 

Preface 

Related Manuals 
The following manuals are part of a series of books that 
document RDOS and DOS. 

Introduction to RDOS (DGC No. 069-400011) describes the 
fundamentals of using RDOS and summarizes the features, 
utilities, and capabilities of the operating system. 

Guide to RDOS Documentation (DGC No. 069-400012) 
describes all of the books that comprise the revised docu
mentation set for RDOS and DOS, and lists the previous 
books that each replaces. 

How to Load and Generate RDOS (DGC No. 069-400013) 
explains how to load, generate, and maintain RDOS. In
structions are provided for preparing hardware, program 
loading, initializing disks, installing the bootstrap root and 
starter system, tailoring, and system backup, among others. 

How to Generate Your DOS System (DGC No. 093-000222-
01) explains how to generate and maintain DOS. Instruc
tions are provided for preparing hardware, initializing disks, 
installing the bootstrap root and starter system, tailoring, 
system backup, and optimization, among others. 

RDOS/DOS Command Line Interpreter (DGC No. 069-
400015) discusses the user interface with the operating sys
tem. It covers the Command Line Interpreter (CLI) features 
and command mechanisms, as well as instructions on how 
to use CLI commands. It also presents features and operation 
of the Batch monitor, a CLI utility. 

RDOS/DOS Text Editor (DGC No. 069-400016) documents 
how to load, use, and operate the single-user Text Editor 
(Edit) or Multi-user Text Editor (Medit) to create and edit 
text files. 
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RDOS System Reference (DGC No. 069-400027) describes 
RDOS system features, system calls, and user device driver 
implementation for assembly language and high-level lan
guage programming. 

DOS Reference lWanual (DGe No. 093-000201-03) dis
cusses all features of DOS, including system control, mem
ory management, and system calls for system programmers. 

RDOSI DOS User' s Handbook (DGC No. 093-000105-04) 
summarizes the commands, calls, and error messages of 
RDOS and DOS, the Command Line Interpreter (CLI), the 
text editors (Edit, Medit, and Speed), the Batch monitor, 
and utility programs. 

RDOSIDOS Assembly Language and Program Utilities (DGe 
No. 069-400019) details the Extended Assembler (ASM), 
Macroassembler (MAC), Extended Relocatable Loader 
(RLDR and OVLDR), and Library File Editor (LFE) utilities 
that aid in programming. 

RDOSIDOS Debugging Utilities (DGC No. 069-400020) 
describes five utilities that assist you in editing, debugging, 
and patching programs-the Symbolic Editor (SEDIT), Sym
bolic Debugger (DEBUG), Disk Editor (DSKED), and Patch 
(ENPAT and PATCH). 

RDOSIDOS Sortl!vterge and Vertical Format Unit Utilities 
(DGe No. 069-400021) offers functional information on 
Sort/Merge (RDOSSORT), which helps you manipulate 
records in data files, and the Vertical Format Unit (VFU), 
which enables you to define data channel line printer page 
fonnatting. 

RDOSIDOS Backup Utilities (DGC No. 069-400022) pre
sents the features and operation of the utilities that perform 
disk and tape backup. These are BURSTITBURST, DBURSTI 
MBURST/RBURST, DDUMP/DLOAD, FDUMP/FLOAD, 
and OWNER. 
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Typesetting Conventions 
We use the following conventions for command formats in 
this manual: 

COMMAND required [optional] 

Where 

COMMAND 

required 

[optional] 

Means 

Enter the command (or its accepted abbreviation 
as shown. Uppercase letters indicate the com
mand mnemonic. 

Enter an argument, such as filename. Lower
case italic letters indicate this argument. 

Required arguments also appear as: 

required, I required2 

In this case, you may choose between the ar
guments. Do not type the vertical bar; it merely 
separates the choices. 

Brackets mean that you have the option of en
tering the argument indicated in lowercase italic 
letters. Command switches also appear in this 
format. Do not include the brackets in your code; 
they only set off the choices. 

Repeat the preceding entry or entries. The ex
planation indicates exactly what to repeat. 

Where this symbol appears, the process has 
continued without incident and you may now take 
the next action described. 

In examples of dialogue, we use: 

THIS TYPEFACE TO SHOW YOUR ENTRY 

and 

THIS TYPEFACE TO SHOW SYSTEM RESPONSES 



Additionally, we use certain symbols in special ways: 

Symbol 

(CR) 

o 

CTRL-

(NL) 

R 

Means 

Carriage Return. Press the CR key on your keyboard. 
NOTE: If you have a 0100, 0200, or G300 terminal, 
you should press the New Line key (NEW LINE) on 
your keyboard instead. 

Include a space at this point. We use this to clarify 
command lines in some cases. Normally, you can see 
where to put spaces. 

Depress and hold the Control key (CTRL) while you 
press the character that follows CTRL-. 

New Line. Press the NEW LINE key on your keyboard. 

RDOS/DOS Command Line Interpreter prompt. 

Throughout this manual, we show commands that are pre
ceded by the Speed prompt, an exclamation point (!). When 
we direct you to type a command, you should start typing 
after the ! prompt. 

All numbers are decimal unless we indicate otherwise; for 
example, to indicate octal 35, we use 358 • 

The keys defined ad DEL and RUBOUT perform the same 
function. Depending on the console you are using, you will 
find one of these keys on your keyboard. In this manual, 
we use DEL to represent that function. 

The up arrow symbol (+) is also executed by different keys, 
depending on your console. You execute it by pressing 
SHIFT-6. 

We welcome your suggestions for the improvement of this 
and other Data General publications. To communicate with 
us, use the postpaid comment form at the end of this manual. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Concepts 

The Data General advanced text editor. Superedit (Speed). 
is a character-oriented text editor that runs under the Real 
Time Disk Operating System (RDOS) or the Disk Operating 
System (DOS) system. With Speed you can insert. store. 
add, delete. change, or copy text. Furthermore. you can do 
these things with Speed: 

• Perform most basic text-editing functions with a few 
simple commands. 

• Experiment with more complex variations and command 
extensions, which enable you to perform difficult editing 
tasks easily. 

• Edit all types of data files in uppercase or lowercase 
letters. 

• Maintain up to 36 edit buffers simultaneously. 

• Maintain and perform input/output (VO) on multiple files. 

• Create and store your own editing programs. using the 
Speed macro instructions. 

• Set conditions for Speed to check before carrying out a 
task. 

• Use numeric variables as arguments in your commands. 
either alone or in argument expressions to undertake 
repetitive tasks. 

Running Speed 
The RDOS Command Line Interpreter (CLI) prompt appears 
as an R. To run Speed on an ECLIPSE computer. at the R 
prompt type: 

SPEED (CR) 

or 

SPEED filename (CR) 

When Speed has started, you get the Speed prompt. which 
is an exclamation point (!). 

If filename exists. Speed opens the existing file for input. 
creates and opens a scratch file for output. and reads the 
first page of the text file into memory. If filename does not 
exist. Speed creates and opens an output file. Your console 
displays: 

CREA TING NEW FILE 

If you do not include jllename. you have to open a file with 
a file specification command (discussed later). 

If you are working on a NOV A® system. the Speed com
mand is preceded by an N. The general formats to start 
Speed on a NOVAE system are: 

NSPEED (CRI 

or 

NSPEED filename (CRI 

For simplicity. this manual shows only the ECLIPSE Speed 
version of the command. You may want to create a link 
entry that allows you to use the command SPEED (instead 
of mentally substituting NSPEED whenever you see the 
command SPEED). To create this link you must be in the 
CLI. At the R prompt. type: 

LINK SPEED.SV NSPEED.SV (CR) 

You can now use the SPEED command as it appears 

throughout the book. 

The Terminal Display 
When you enter Speed. it creates a buffer or workspace 
from which you can display the text you wish to edit. Speed 
displays the text you are currently editing (whether you type 
it in from your terminal or bring it into the buffer from an 
open file) and the command line you type in from the key
board. When your console displays both text and a command 
line. the current command line follows the text. Chapter 2 
describes how to use the Type-out (T) command to display 
text. Thoughout the manual we show the T command in 

examples. 
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Console Control Keys 
Control characters allow you to alter the activity of your 
terminal. To enter a control character, press and hold the 
CTRL key, then press the other key. In this manual we 
indicate a control character with a preceding CTRL-, as in 
CTRL-A, in examples that you are expected to type. We 
indicate a control character as an uparrow (+) followed by 
the character in responses to commands displayed on the 
console. For example, CTRL-I is shown in displays as +1. 

We describe Speed's use of control characters throughout 
the manual. For your convenience. we list here the most 
commonly used control characters and their functions. 

CTRL-X 

CTRL-A 

CTRL-R 

CTRL-L 
CTRL-I 
CTRL-M 

Deletes a single line from the command 
string. 
Aborts an entire command line on one or 
more text lines. 
Retypes the current line of a command 
string for verification. 
Inserts a Form Feed. 
Inserts a Tab. 
Inserts a Carriage Return. 

Erasing Characters and Lines 
Use the RUBOUT (DELETE) key to delete characters when 
you make a typing error. In this manual. we refer to RUBOUT 
as DEL. Each time you press DEL, Speed deletes the last 
character you entered and displays that character on the 
terminal. For example: 

IHELLOOLLEH 

I is the text insertion command described in Chapter 2. 
HELLOOLLEH is the word HELLO, and the letters your 
console displays as you press DEL. 0 is the first letter 
deleted, L the second, and so on. To remove HELLO from 
the line below and replace it with BYE, press DEL once 
for each letter to be deleted, then type in the word BYE. 
Your console displays: 

IHELLOOLLEHBYE$$ 

Speed inserts only BYE into the file. 

You can delete a single line by pressing CTRL-X. This 
command is equivalent to pressing DEL for each character 
in the line. 
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Character Pointer 
The Character Pointer (CP) is an editing cursor (+) that is 
always positioned between two characters, never at a char
acter. When you want to modify or examine text, position 
the CP at the exact location where you want to begin work
ing. For example, if the CP is in this position: 

ABCO+ F 

you might insert an E to produce the string ABCDEF. Notice 
that you may enter text into the buffer only at the position 
of the CPo 

You can move the CP quickly and precisely to any position 
in the current buffer by using the various CP commands, 
which we describe in Chapter 2. 

Text 
Text consists of a sequence of one or more ASCII characters. 
The following conventions are used in Speed for accessing 
:md organizing text in an ASCII text file: 

Character 

String 

Line 

Page 

Window 

A single ASCII alphanumeric. Speed uses 
the full uppercase and lowercase ASCII 
character set shown in Appendix A. 
A sequence of characters. It has no delim
iters and can include any ASCII character. 
A string of characters up to and including 
a Carriage Return (shown in this manual 
as <CR»). When you enter lines of text and 
when Speed types lines of text on your 
terminal, each string delimited by a Car
riage Return character appears on a sep
arate line. 
A sequence of characters ending in a New 
Page character (Form Feed or CTRL-L). 
A page of text has no size limit. You can 
create a page by inserting a CTRL-L in 
the text; you can merge two adjacent pages 
by deleting the CTRL-L that separates 
them~ and you can change the page length 
at any time by repositioning CTRL-L. 
Pages exist merely to control the amount 
of text you are editing. Speed brings one 
page at a time into a buffer. 
A sequence of characters divided into a 
specific number of lines. You initially 
specify (and can later change) the window 
length by using the window mode com
mands. Use window mode to organize and 
control the amount of text that you edit. 



Edit Buffers 
An edit buffer is a temporary storage compartment shared 
between your input and output files. Speed lets you use up 
to 36 edit buffers (coded 0 through 9 and A through Z) to 
hold text. Speed commands allow you to transfer data from 
input files to any buffer and from one buffer to another. 
and to copy buffer contents into output files. A buffer has 
no fixed length; it is as long as the text you move into it. 

You can have only one current buffer. Initially. the current 
edit buffer is buffer O. If you want to manipulate text in 
another buffer, you must activate the buffer. (See Buffer 
Commands in Chapter 3). 

Figure I. 1 depicts the flow of information between the input 
file and the output file. Note that the edit buffer serves as 
a temporary storage compartment between the two files. 

Input and Output Files 
The input file contains the text you want to edit. The output 
file is the destination of the edited text. If you specify a file 
in the CLI command that invokes Speed (SPEED filename). 
then Speed opens that file for input and filename .SC for 
output. If you do not specify a file in the CLI command 
line, then you must use Speed commands. described in 
Chapters 2 and 3. to open your files. 

Escape Character 
The Escape or ALT MODE character serves two important 
functions. First, you press the Escape key (ESC) once (dis
played on the screen as $) to separate a command string 
from the next command character. Second, you type two 
consecutive ESCs ($$) to signal the end of the command 
string. The two ESCs (ESC ESC) instruct Speed to execute 
the command string. We refer to the command delimiter as 
double ESC or ($$) throughout the rest of this manual. 

Command Structure 
The general format of a Speed command is 

[num-arg] COMMAND [string arg] $$ 

[num-arg [.l1um-arg]] COMMAND [string-arg $ [string
arg S]]$S 

where: 

Ilum-arg 

COMMAND 

string-arg 

is a decimal number or an expression which 
evaluates to a decimal number. 

is any Speed command. 

is a string of ASCII characters. 

,-------, 
_ /~ Edit Buffer , -

Input device 
or file 

-
- L __________ .....) 

Text Editor Program 

Contents of 
Edit Buffer 

Output device 

Figure 1.1 File input and output DG-09485 
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Note that if you include two numeric arguments in a com
mand string you must separate them with a comma. If you 
include two string arguments, you must separate them with 
the ESC character. You must also terminate all Speed com
mands with two ESC characters. 

A Speed command may consist of one letter. without an 
argument. A Speed command may be preceded by one or 
two numeric arguments and it may be trailed by one or more 
string arguments. 
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At any instant, Speed is either ready to receive your in
structions (in input mode) or is executing them (in execution 
mode). The prompt (!) indicates that Speed is in input mode. 
Two Escapes ($$) put Speed into execution mode. The 
reappearance of the prompt (!) indicates that Speed is back 
in input mode and is awaiting further commands. 

Chapter 2 leads you through a sample editing session in 
which you use basic Speed file and editing commands. 



The Editing Process 
You edit text in Speed by following this procedure: 

1. Start Speed. 
2. Open files for input and output. 
3. Insert text into the buffer from the console or read text 

from an input file into the buffer. 
4. Edit the text in the current buffer. 
5. Write the contents of the edit buffer to the output file. 
6. Clear the edit buffer. 
7. Repeat steps 3 through 6 until you have finished en

tering and modifying text. 
8. Close the input and output files. 
9. Exit from Speed. 

Step 5 is extremely important. You must issue an output 
command (described in this chapter and in Chapter 3) to 
preserve the material you have edited. The rest of this chap
ter contains a sample editing session to acquaint you with 
the fundamentals of Speed. Please work through the ex
amples as you read. 

Starting Speed 
To begin the session, start Speed at the R prompt with 

SPEED (CR) 

Your console displays the Speed prompt (!). 

Get a File for Writing (GW) 

Use the GW command to create an output file. The general 
form of the command is: 

GWfilename$ 

The GW command creates and opens the specified output 
file. Note that filename must not be a previously existing 
file. It can be an output device such as the line printer 
($LPT). Create a file called SAMPLE with this command: 

!GWSAMPLE$$ 

Chapter 2 

Sample Editing Session 

At this point. SAMPLE exists but is empty. When we finish 
making changes to the text. we will show you how to write 
the contents of the buffer into file SAMPLE. 

The Insert Command (I) 

Make text insertions by typing the I (Insert) command, 
followed by the text you want to insert. Insertion commands 
enter the string of characters specified by your command 
line into the current buffer. starting at the position of the 
Character Pointer (CP). If you do not start the text insertion 
with the I command. Speed does not enter the text in the 
buffer when you type the double Escape command delim
iter-ESC ESC. Instead. Speed interprets the text as a com
mand string., and the console displays an error message. 
Once Speed inserts the text. it repositions the CP at the 
space following the last character of the insertion. 

Usin2 CTRL-I TexT is similar to the I command except that 
it ins~rts a Tab into the edit buffer preceding the text string. 
For example. if you type: 

CTRL-ITHIS IS A TAB.$T$$ 

your console displays: 

THIS IS A TAB. 

Predefined Tab positions occur at intervals of eight spaces 
such as 1. 9. 17. 25. Each time you type CTRL-l. the CP 
moves to the next predefined Tab position. 

Speed does not accept certain ASCII characters as text in 
an inserted string. For example. if you try to insert certain 
control characters into a text string. the control characters 
signal Speed to perform a function rather than to appear as 
a character. 

Using 111 inserts a single character 11. where 11 is the decimal 
equivalent of any ASCII character listed in Appendix A. 
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For example, assume that you want to insert an ESC into 
a string insertion. The number 27 represents an ESC in 
decimal. For example, if you type: 

!1000$271$1222$$ 

1000 inserts three zeroes. 271 inserts an ESC character. and 
1222 inserts three twos. Your console displays: 

000$222 

Using n inserts the ASCII representation of the decimal 
n into the buffer at the CP location, suppressing leading 
zeroes. Examples are shown in Chapter 4. 

Using 1 CTRL-E CTRL- followed by another control char
acter inserts both characters into the line. For example. 
typing 1 CTRL-E CTRL-X$$ inserts CTRL-E CTRL-X into 
the line. This allows you to create, within a buffer, a com
mand line that searches for a control character. • 

For a list of insertion commands. see Table 3.5. 

The Character Pointer 
To make changes to the practice text, you need to be able 
to move your cursor to a specific location. The CP marks 
the position in the edit buffer at which you are currently 
editing. Practice using the CP commands along with the 
Insert (I) command. Remember that the CP always resides 
between two characters, never at a character. You can move 
the CP forward or backward, by characters or by lines. Table 
2.1 lists the CP commands. 

ROOS/OOS Superedit Text Editor 

Command 

J or 1J or OJ. 

nJ 

ZJ 

L 

nL 

-nL 

nM or-n 

Description 

Moves the CP to the beginning of the 
buffer's first Une. 

Moves the CP to the beginning of line n 
in the current buffer. n is always relative 
to line 1, the first line of a current buffer. 

Places the CP after the last character in 
the buffer. 

Moves the CP to the beginning of the 
current line. 

Moves the CP n lines forward from its 
present position across n Carriage Re
turns and places it at the beginning of the 
line following the nth carriage return. 

Moves the CP backward to the beginning 
of the nth line preceding the current line. 

Moves the CP n characters to the right 
or left. If n ) 0, the CP moves n characters 
to the right. If n (. 0; the CP moves n 
characters to the left. 

NOTE: You do not need to put an ESC after a CP command 
in a command string. You do, however, have to terminate the 
entire command string with ESC ESC. 

Table 2.1 Character pOinter commands 

Type I, followed by the practice text in Figure 2.1. We 
have included typographical errors in the practice text so 
that you can correct them. using Speed commands. Follow 
the text with a double ESC ($$). 



-ltTHE.FOLLOWIHGCHAP.TERGUIDEY()U.THROUGHA SAMPLE£DffING CESSION:<CR>' 
. UNDER$PEED.S/~i)l1RINTENTleN'STD;MAKE1lIISPROCESS.AS SIMPLE.AHD<CR> 
'PAINLESS AS ;POSSlBLE,'THE TEXtYOUARET'/owFiEifDfNG;W1it'SERvE AS"THESAM',<CR> 
PLEPROGRAM.ALLCOMMANDS'JNTHE:SAMPLEEf1(J'JNG'SEssioN.4REDIRECTED '<CR> 
TOWARD,THlS',TEXT.'ERRORSTklA1",¥OY,S¥.HER,E,::JtI;JE~JNi':Ettn'lONAL'AND-VAN:BE <CR>, 
CORREECTEDBYSIMPLE COMMMWSFROM\THETERNINAL.'ONCE SPEED HAS BEEN LOADED <CR> 
AND ff DrSPLAYSA PROMPT, YOUAREREADY TO ENTER THE FIRST COMMAND. <CR> 
THIS CHAPTERDlSCt.isSES THE COMMANDS THAT YOU'LL USE MOST OFTEN. <CR> 
IN ONE·EASYJ.!ESSO/!!lrOU'~LLLEA~HOWTOOPWN AND CLOSE FILES, INSERT TEXT, <CR> 
TEXT, ,CORRECT TYPINGERRORS",MOVETHE,cHARACTERPOINTER, AND EXIT FROM <CR> 
SPEED. <OR> " 

Figure 2.1 First page of sample text DG-09490 

After you have typed in the text in Figure 2. I, you may 
wish to use the CP commands described in Table 2.1. Brief 
examples follow. 

The ZJ command positions the CP after the word SPEED 
at the end of the page, and J positions the CP immediately 
before THE in line 1 of SAMPLE. 

Use the commands presented so far to make additions and 
corrections to the text. Continue changing it until you feel 
completely at ease with all of the commands. When you 
have finished editing the contents of the buffer, send them 
to the output file with a P command described in the section 
called Put (P). Then type #K to clear the buffer. 

The 3J command positions the CP before PAINLESS in 
line 3. 

The L command positions the CP at the beginning of the 
current line. Starting at line 3, use 3L to position the CP 
before COREECTED in line 6, and -3L to put it back before 
PAINLESS. 

Again starting at line 3, the 2M command moves the CP 
to INLESS, and -2M moves it back before PAINLESS. 

Additional Text 
To insert the contents of the second page into the file SAM
PLE, type in the contents of Figure 2.2. 

Global Close (GC) 
At the moment, output file SAMPLE is open. To close a 
currently open output file. type: 

GC$$ 

The GC command closes SAMPLE for output. 

JIIN CAPTER 3, WE'LL, SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THE MORE COMPLEX SPEED <CR> 
CCJMMANDS. CHANCESARE THAT ONCE YOU RECAME COMPLETEL Y FAMILIAR <CR> 
,WITH THE COMMANDS IN THE SAMPLE SESSION, THE OTHERS WILL BE MUCH <CR> 
EASIER FOR YOU TOUNDERSTAND.$$ 

Figure 2.2 Second page of sample text DG-09492 
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Get a File for Reading (GR) 
In the remainder of the practice session, you reexamine the 
contents of SAMPLE. To reexamine and modify an existing 
file, use the GR command. The general form of the GR 
command is: 

!G Rfilename$ 

This command opens an existing file. filename, but does 
not read text into the buffer. To read in the first page, you 
must issue a Y command (see the following section). Re
member that to store modified text, you must also open an 
output file (with the GW command) as well as an input file 
(with the GR command). For example. to open an output 
file EXAMPLE along with input file SAMPLE, type: 

!G RSAM PLE$GWEXAM PLE$$ 

GR opens file SAMPLE as the input file (for reading and 
modification) and GW opens file EXAMPLE as the output 
file. 

Now you are ready to edit the text with the Search (S), 
Type-out (T), Change (C). Delete (D). Kill (K). and Put 
(P) commands described in the next sections. 

Search (S) 
Speed provides four search commands. Search commands 
look for a particular string and place the CP after that string 
when Speed finds it. In this editing session. we use the S 
and C commands. which search only the current buffer. The 
other search commands, Nand Q. can cross page and buffer 
boundaries to search through all text not yet output. Chapter 
3 describes the Nand Q commands. 

The general form of the S command is: 

Stext$ 

Speed begins searching for the specified string at the present 
CP position. Then it repositions the CP immediately after 
the last character of the first occurrence of the specified 
string. If Speed does not find the text before it reaches the 
end of the buffer. your console displays the error message: 

ERROR:UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH 

In this event, Speed positions the CP at the beginning of 
the buffer and your console displays the Speed prompt. 
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You can correct the first error in the text, using three of the 
commands we have discussed. To insert an S at the end of 
GUIDE, type 

!JSGU IDE$IS$$ 

J instructs Speed to position the CP at the beginning of the 
buffer and S instructs Speed to search for the string GUIDE. 
When Speed finds the string. it places the CP after E and 
inserts an S. (Note that you separate search commands from 
other commands with a single ESC.) Then Speed positions 
the CP after the inserted S. 

You can precede the S command with numeric arguments. 
which allow you to search the buffer selectively. 

See Table 2.2 for a list of S commands. 

Command String Description 

Stext$ 

nStext$ 

-nStext$ 

OStext$ 

m,nStext$ 

Searches for a particular string and places 
the CP after that string. 

Searches from the CP through the next 
n Carriage Returns. If the search fails, 
Speed positions the CP at the beginning 
of the line following the last line searched. 

Searches starting at the nth line preced
ing the current line and ends at the cur
rent position of the CP. If the search fails, 
the CP position remains the same and 
Speed prints the error message. 

Searches for text from the beginning of 
the current line to the position of the CPo 
If the string is not found, the CP remains 
in the original position. 

Searches for text from the (m + 1) through 
the nth characters of the buffer. If Speed 
finds the string, it positions the CP after 
the last character of the string. If Speed 
does not find the string, it positions the 
CP after the nth character and prints the 
error message: 

ERROR: UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH 

Table 2.2 The S command 



A few examples of the S commands shown in the table 
follow. The examples refer to the text in Figure 2. I 

Using 2SPROCESS$$ searches two lines after the CP. finds 
the string. and places the CP after the final S in PROCESS. 

Using -ISCHAPTER$$ searches for CHAPTER one line 
before the CP and positions the CP after the R. 

Using OSING searches for ING and positions the CP after 
the G of FOLLOWING. 

Using 13.l50SPROMPT causes an error message because 
PROMPT is more than 150 characters into the buffer. Speed 
could not find it. so it positions the CP after the l50th 
character in the buffer (before the P of POSSIBLE in line 
3). 

Type-out (T) 

A major function of the Type-out (T) command is to type 
out the current line of text that includes the CP. For instance. 
the last example in Search places the CP after the l50th 
character in the buffer. To find the l50th character. type: 

!T$$ 

Your console displays: 

PAINLESS AS • POSSIBLE, THE TEXT YOU ARE READING NOW 
WILL SERVE AS THE SAM-

If you precede the T command with a number sign (#). 

Speed types out the entire buffer. To try it. type: 

!#T$$ 

Your console displays the entire first page of SAMPLE. 

Table 2.3 lists all of the T commands. Practice changing 
the CP position with various search commands and try each 
T command until you have completely mastered both the S 
and T functions. Remember that the T commands do not 
affect the location of the CP. 

Mnemonic 

T 

:T 

OT 

nT 

-nT 

m,nT 

#T 

Description 

Types out a line. 

Types the text on the line printer instead 
of the terminal. It can precede any form 
of the T command. 

Types the current line from its beginning 
to the location of the C P. 

Types the contents of the current buffer 
from the location of the CP through the 
next n Carriage Returns. 

Types the contents of the n lines preced
ing the current line, plus the contents of 
the current line up to the CP. 

Types the contents of the current buffer 
from the (m + 1) character (measured 
from the first character in the buffer) up 
to and including the nth character. 

Types out the entire buffer. 

Table 2.3 The T command 

Change (C) 
The C command is a combination search-and-modify com
mand. The general form is: 

Ctext1 $text2$ 

Speed searches for texT J from the CP position to the end of 
the buffer. If it finds Text J • Speed deletes it and inserts text2 
in its place. and positions the CP immediately after the last 
character in text2. 

If Speed does not find texl J • your console displays this error 
message: 

ERROR.·UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH 

and positions the CP at the beginning of the buffer. For 
example. type: 

!JCGUIDES YOU THROUGH $DEMONSTRATES$T$$ 

Speed positions the CP at the beginning of the buffer. then 
searches for GUIDES YOU THROUGH. Speed finds the 
string. inserts DEMONSTRATES in its place. and types 
out the edited line: 

THE FOLLOWING CHAPTER DEMONSTRATES • A SAMPLE 
EDITING CESSION. 

After you make a correction. it is useful to type out the line 
to check that the text reads the way you want it to. We 
correct the second error (CESSION) in a later example. 
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Table 2.4 lists the C command and its variations. 

':~extt$text?,$ >Searches.:fortextl~nd replaces it with, 
·teXt2 .. , ' 

~ear¢~s',for text1fromtheCP through 
'~',?ext il carriage,;retums and replaces' ' 
jf;wtttltext2.Uthesear~ faits, Speed 
"pc,>~~ons·'thepeatthe';beginnin~rofthe, .. : 

., ·bAoloWjIlg the."Cline:searched. 
, "< .",_ ..... -.' ,','. '-. 0,-':-'" 

'-'nCtext1$text2$ Searches for text1, starting at the begin
ni~gofthenth line preceding the, current 
line:, ends ,at tbe: currentpositi6n . of . the ' 
CP~,and:repIaQ:ls it~text2.1f the search 
faUs, the'CP, ,poSition remains the same, 

m,nCtext1$text2$ 

,~1"1(f:$~ prints an:e,rror message. 

Searches for textl rrOmthe beginning of 
thecurr-enUine,to,the;positiOIl oHhe CP. 

'Uit finds text1, Speed . replaces it with 
text2. '. JtSpeed does not find' textl. the 

;';Cpremaif,lSin.its,originalpoSition and you 
get the normal error message. 

Searches for the (m+ 1) through the nth 
Characters cf the, buffer. If Speed finds 
the string. it. replaces it with text2 and 
positions the CP after the last character 
intext2. Jf it does not· find, text1 ,". Speed 
positions the CP after the nth character 
and outputs an error message. 

Table 2.4 The C command 

Delete Characters (D) 
Use the Delete (D) command to delete a number of char
acters before or after the CP position. The general form of 
the 0 command is: 

nD$ 

An n greater than 0 deletes n characters to the right of the 
CP. An n less than 0 deletes n characters to the left of the 
CP. For example, to delete the extra space in 01 SPLAYS 
in line 7 of the sample text. type: 

!SDI$1 D$T$$ 

Speed searches for the first occurrence of 01 and positions 
the CP before the space. Then Speed deletes the space and 
types out the edited line. 

Your console displays: 

AND IT Of • SPLA YS A PROMPT, YOU ARE READY TO ENTER 
THE FIRST COMMAND. 
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If you type this command string: 

!SCESSION$-7M$1 D$IS$T$$ 

Your console displays: 

ERROR.·UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH! 

This demonstrates what happens if you fail to position the 
CP at the beginning of the buffer. In this example, Speed 
could not find the string. It printed the error message and 
positioned the CP at the beginning of the buffer. If you type 
this command string: 

!JSCESSION$-7M$1 D$IS$T$$ 

your console displays: 

THE FOLLOWING CHAPTER DEMONSTRA TES A SAMPLE EDIT
ING S. ESSION. 

An alternate way to edit the same text uses the J and C 
commands, as follows: 

!JCCESSION$SESSION$T$$ 

When you use the C command, be certain that the string 
you wish to change is unique. One of the most common 
Speed errors is to change valid text within correctly entered 
search commands. For example, to change V AN to CAN 
use the Land C commands: 

!4LCVAN$CAN$T$$ 

Your console displays: 

TOWARD THIS TEXT, ERRORS THAT YOU SEE HERE ARE IN
TENTIONAL AND CAN BE 

You can use an unlimited number of commands in any 
command string as long as you separate them with a single 
Escape. Speed carries out the commands from left to right. 
To continue making several changes with one command 
string, you can nest three Change commands (divided from 
each other with a single Escape) as follows: 

!1 LCCOREE$CORRE$CTERN$TERM$T$COPWN$ OPEN$T$$ 

Your console displays: 

CORRECTED BY SIMPLE COMMANDS FROM THE TERMINAL 
ONCE SPEED HAS BEEN LOADED. 

IN ONE EASY LESSON, YOU'LL LEARN HOW TO OPEN AND CLOSE 
FILES, INSERT TEXT. 



When you finish correcting the sample text, type: 

l#T$$ 

Your console displays the buffer contents, and you can 
proofread them before you put them into the file SAMPLE. 

Put (P) 
To save your text in SAMPLE, you must use a command 
that puts (writes) the contents of the current buffer into 
SAMPLE. The P command writes the entire buffer contents 
to an output file, terminating them with a New Page char
acter (CTRL-L). To put the entire buffer contents out to the 
output file, SAMPLE, with the New Page character, type: 

P$$ 

If you wish to omit the concluding New Page character, use 
the command 

PW$ 

You can precede P or PW with a numeric argument using 
any general format shown below: 

nP$ or -nP$ 
nPW$ or -nPW$ 

If you use a numeric argument, Speed starts at the CP and 
outputs n lines from the CP or -n lines before the CP to the 
output file. 

The P and PW commands do not delete characters from the 
buffer after output. You can add certain modifications, dis
cussed in Chapter 3, to the P commands to clear the buffer 
automatically. During this session, however, we do not use 
the shortcuts. 

Delete (Kill) Lines (K) 
Under most circumstances, you want to clear the buffer 
after you have sent it to the output file. Otherwise, the buffer 
imprint remains and is scrambled with any succeeding in
sertions. To delete a number of lines in a buffer, use the 
Kill (K) command which has this general format: 

nK$ 

n tells the number of lines you want to delete. If you precede 
the K command with a pound sign (#), Speed deletes all 
of the lines in the buffer. 

Since we have already typed the P command, it is safe to 
clear the buffer. Type: 

l#K$$ 

Check to be sure that the buffer is empty. Type: 

l#T$$ 

Your console displays the Speed prompt only. 

To delete a string of characters from the current buffer, use 
m,nK. For example, suppose you have the following text: 

HOW DO YOU LIKE THIS MANUAL? IS IT EASY TO READ? IF YOU 
HAVE ANY SUGGESTIONS, PLEASE FILL OUT THE FORM ON 
THE LAST PAGE. 

With the CP at the beginning of the first line, to delete the 
word HOW, type: 

lO,3K$T$$ 

The console displays: 

DO YOU LIKE THIS MANUAL? IS IT EASY TO READ? 

Table 3.7 in Chapter 3 lists K and D command variations. 

Figure 2.3 on the following page shows the first practice 
text, the locations of changes originally needed, and the 
commands used to make the changes. Continue to make the 
needed corrections. 

Yank a Page or Window into the Buffer (Y) 
Once you have opened a file for input. use the Y command 
to read text from that file into the edit buffer . You can read 
text into the buffer in units of pages or windows. Chapter 
3 describes specific page and window commands. 

To yank the first page of SAMPLE into your edit buffer 
and display it on your terminal. type: 

lYT$$ 

The text should now be error-free. 

When Speed executes a Y command, it clears the current 
buffer before reading the next page or window. If there are 
no succeeding pages, Y still clears the buffer and positions 
the CP at the beginning of an empty buffer. Therefore, if 
you issue a Y command without first sending the contents 
of the buffer to the output file, you lose the entire contents 
of that buffer. 

To write the first page of SAMPLE to a file called EX
AMPLE and to read in the second page, type: 

lPY#T$$ 
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THE FOLLOWING CHAPTER GUIDE 1 YOU THROUGH A' SAMPLE,EDmNG CESSION 2 <CR>< ,. ,. ,.'< .' 

UNDER SPEED. SINCE OUR INTENTIONtS TO MAKE THIS PROCESS AS SIMPLE AND <CR> 

PAINLESS AS POSSIBLE, THE TEXT YOU ARE NOW READING WILL SERVE AS THE<CR> 

SAMPLE PROGRAM. ALL COMMANDS IN THE SAMPLEEDITJNG·SESSfON ARE DIRECTED <CR> 

TOWARD THIS TEXT. ERRORS THA TYOU SEE HERE AREINTENTJONAL ,ANDVAN3 BE <CR> 

CORREECTE[)4BY SIMPLE COMMANDS FROM THE TERN/NAL 5., ONCE SPEED HAS BEEN <CR> 

LOADED AND IT DI SPLAYSS A PROMPT, YOU ARE READY TO ENTER THE FIRST COMMAND. <CR> 
, " 

THIS CHAPTERD/SCUSSES THE RIJDIMENTARY COMMANDS THAT YOU'LL USE MOST <CR> 

OFTEN. IN ONE EASY LESSON. YOU'LL LEARN HOW TO OPwW AND CLOSE FILES <CR> 

INSERT TEXfB, CORRECT TYPING ERRORS, MANIPULATE THE CHARACTER <CR> 

POINTER, AND EXIT FROM SPEED. <CR> 

'CGUIDE$GU/DE$ 

2CCESS/ON$SESSION$ 

3CVAN$CAN$ 

4CORREECTED$CORRECTED$ 

sCTERN/NAL$TERMINAL$ 

61L$SDI$1D$ 

7COPWN$OPEN$ 

8STEXT,$-5D$$ 

Figure 2.3 Sample session and commands OG-09492 

Make any additions or corrections. output the second page. 
and close the output file by typing: 

!PGC$$ 

Then. to close the input file. type: 

!GR$$ 

Before you leave Speed you should type a Global Close 
command: 

!GC$$ 

Now you are ready to leave Speed and return to the RDOS 
CLI. 
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Home (H) 
To leave Speed. type: 

!H$$ 

The H command closes any open files before returning to 
the CLI. Speed stops. and you get the RDOS CLI prompt, 
R. At the RDOS prompt. you can only issue CLI commands. 
Remember that you should issue a Global Close command 
(GC) before you issue the H command. 

This ends the sample editing session. Most of the commands 
that we describe in Chapter 3 are logical extensions of the 
commands you already know. If you have questions or 
doubts about any of the commands outlined in this chapter, 
go back and work with them. trying them on SAMPLE or 
on a new file of your own. If you are satisfied with your 
mastery level at this point, go on to Chapter 3. 



The Speed commands described in this chapter give addi
tional flexibility and versatility to your editing procedures. 
They allow you to edit. split, merge, and rearrange your 
files. If you receive an error message while editing, refer 
to Chapter 6 for an explanation of error handling. 

Numeric Arguments 
Numeric arguments may precede some of the commands 
described in this chapter. Speed always evaluates these ar
guments to an integer value before executing the command. 
A numeric argument may be a number or a numeric expres
sion. Numeric expressions may contain: 

any digit 
any arithmetic operator listed in Table 3. I 
any variable 

Speed evaluates arithmetic operators from left to right. 

+ 

Function 

Addition 
Subtraction 
Muftiplication 
Division 

Table 3.1 Arithmetic operators 

In this manual we represent single numeric arguments by 11 

and double numeric arguments by m.ll. You must always 
separate double numeric arguments with a comma and m 
must always be less than or equal to 11. For example, type: 

!7.60T$$ 

Speed displays the 8th through the 60th character in the 
current buffer. If you omit the numeric argument 11 from a 
command, Speed assumes that it is O. 

Numeric Variables and Commands 
Speed contains 10 numeric integer variables (named YO 
through Y9) that you can use either alone or as numeric 
arguments to commands. Each of the 10 variables is initially 

Chapter 3 

Speed Commands 

set to O. You can set each one to a value. or increment or 
decrement it. When you use a numeric variable as an ar
gument to a command. the variable returns an operand to 
the next command. For example. if YO is equal to one. then 
the following command string: 

!VO+2D$$ 

deletes three characters following the current position of the 
Character Pointer (CP). 

You may set a variable \. to value 11 and then use that value 
with a command. For example: 

!5VS1 $V1 + 1T$$ 

5VS I sets V I to 5: V I + I T types out six lines. Table 3.2 . 
describes the different forms of numeric variable com
mands. 

Mnemonic 

Vv= 

VDv 

Vlv 

nVSv 

Description 

Represents the current value of variable 
v. 

Decrements variable v and represents the 
decremented value. 

Increments variable v and represents the 
incremented value. 

Sets variable v to value n and returns that 
value. You cannot use this command with 
arithmetic operators in a numeric expres
sionexcept as the first operand. 

Table 3.2 Numeric variable commands 

Page and Window Mode 
While editing in Speed. you can read text from your file 
into the buffer in either page or window segments. Page 
mode is the default mode. If you select window mode. you 
must specify the window length you desire. You can change 
the mode at any time during the editing process. Table 3.3 
contains a description of page and window mode commands. 
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Table 3.3 Page and window mode commands 

When you are using page mode, you can access the entire 
page contained in the buffer, but you can actually view only 
as much of the page as will fit onto the console display. 
Therefore, it may be to your advantage to use window mode 
on long files or files with many CTRL-Ls (also called Form 
Feeds). Normally, if you are using window mode, you should 
specify a number of lines that the console can display at 
once; this allows you to edit text one window length at a 
time. 

In window mode when you insert New Page (Form Feed) 
characters into the text with a P command, you see CRTL
Ls printed at the appropriate places within the text. You 
may insert or delete Form Feeds (CTRL-Ls) in window 
mode. 

In page mode, you do not see CTRL-L characters. Speed 
remembers when the last character read by an input com
mand was a CTRL-L, but it does not place that character 
into the edit buffer. In page mode you may delete a CTRL
L with the Append (A) command. Append (A) reads a page 
from the input file and appends it to the current edit buffer. 

Examples 
To specify a window length of 25 lines, type 25WMS$. 

To change input mode from window mode to page mode, 
type OWM$$. 

To put Speed in window mode with a window length of 25 
lines, type WM = 25. 

Commands to Open and Close Files 
You can specify a file as global or local when you open it. 
If a file is global, you can read or write to it from any of 
the 36 available edit buffers. If the file is local, it is an input 
or output file that you open for one particular edit buffer. 
Only one global input and one global output file can be 
open at a time. 
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You may open the same input file as a local file in two or 
more buffers. You may open the same input file both as a 
global or local file. This enables you to position different 
buffers to different places in the same file, a useful feature 
when you need to rearrange the order of an existing file. 
Local files are most useful when you want to append parts 
of separate input files to any output file. 

All local file commands begin with the letter B (for example, 
BGR and BUY). When you open a local file, all commands 
apply to the local file. For all file input and output com
mands, a local file a{ways takes precedence over a global 
file. The file is global when you do not precede the file's 
command with the letter B. See Table 3. 10 for a complete 
list of local file commands. 

Many of the commands we discuss in this chapter incor
porate the functions of commands (such as GR, GW, and 
GC) described in Chapter 2. Now we show you commands 
that combine several functions. We start with variations on 
the U command. 

The UY Command 

The UY command opens a file for input (GR), yanks the 
first page or window from the input file to the edit buffer 
(Y), and creates a new file for output. The new output file 
has the same name as the input file, but with the extension 
.SC appended to it. The .SC file is a temporary scratch file 
to which you do not have access. The general form of the 
UY command is: 

UYfilename$ 

For example. 

!UYSAMPLE$$ 

opens file SAMPLE for input. creates and opens SAMPLE.SC 
for output. and yanks the first text page of SAMPLE into 
the edit buffer. When you open a file with a UY command, 
you must close the file with either the US or UE command 
(see below). 

You may type the filename immediately after the Speed 
command in the CLI and omit the UYfilename$ command. 
For example, if you start Speed with: 

R 
SPEED SAMPLE (CR) 

that command is equivalent to: 

R 
SPEED (CR) 
!UYSAMPLE$$ 



The US Command 
Use the US command to create a backup file of your original 
input file and a new, edited file with your original input 
file's name. The US command completes the following 
steps: 

• Deletes the previous .BU file, if any. 

• Renames the input file tofilename.BU. 

• Copies the contents of the current buffer, along with the 
remainder of the input file, to the output file. 

• Closes the input and output files. 

• Renames the output file to filename (the name of the 
original input file). 

The general form of the US command is: 

!US$ 

For example, assume you have opened a file for input and 
yanked the first page or window from the input file to the 
edit buffer with UYSAMPLE$$. After making modifica
tions to the contents of SAMPLE, type: 

!US$$ 

US accomplishes these tasks: 

• Deletes any previous SAMPLE.BU file. 

• Renames SAMPLE to SAMPLE.BU. 

• Copies the rest of SAMPLE to SAMPLE.SC. 

• Closes SAMPLE and SAMPLE.SC. 

• Renames SAMPLE.SC to SAMPLE. 

The UE Command 
The UE command: 

• Copies the current buffer and the remaining input file to 
the output file. 

• Closes the input and output files. 

If you opened the input and output files with a UY com
mand, UE also: 

• Deletes the input file. 

• Renames the output file to the input filename. 

The general form of the UE command is: 

UEfilename$ 

For example, assume you open file SAMPLE with 
UYSAMPLE$$, make modifications to its contents, and 
then close it with: 

UE$$ 

UE accomplishes these tasks: 

• Copies the current buffer and the rest of SAMPLE to 
SAMPLE.SC. 

• Closes SAMPLE and SAMPLE.SC. 

• Deletes SAMPLE. 

• Renames SAMPLE.SC to SAMPLE. 

The U? Command 
The U? command is the file status command. It lists open 
global and local input and output files. It lists local files 
which are relevant to the current buffer. The form of the 
U? command is: 

U?$ 

For example. with the command: 

UYSAMPLE$U?$$ 

your console displays the following information: 

GLOBAL: 
Input file - SAMPLE 
Output file -SAMPLE.SC 

LOCAL: 
Input file - None 
Output file - None 

File Input Commands 
Use the file input commands described in Table 3.4 to read 
from the input file into the current buffer. Speed reads data 
in either page or window lengths. 

Mnemonic 

A 

y 

Command· Oescription 

Appends a page or window length from 
the input file to the current buffer. TheA 
command has no effect· on the . CPo .In 
page mode, A deletes CTRL-Lbetween 
pages. 

Clears the current buffer,. then Teads a 
page or window . length into the. buffer. 
The CP is positioned at the beginning of 
the buffer. See Figure 2.1. 

Table 3.4 File input commands 
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Insertion Commands 
All insertion commands put a string of characters, specified 
by your command line, into the current buffer at the position 
of the Character Pointer (CP). After Speed inserts the text, 
it repositions the CP to follow the last character of the 
insertion. The simplest form of the I command, Itext$, is 
documented in Chapter 3. Table 3.5 lists the remaining 
insertion commands. 

Mnemonic 

Itext 

CTRL-I 

ICTRL -ECTRL
(any control 
character) 

CTRL-Itext 

@CTRL-Itext 
CTRL-I 

@I%text% 

nl 

n\ 

Command Description 

Enters text (a string of characters). 

Inserts tabs. 

Inserts both characters into the line. 

Inserts a tab preceding the text string. 

Inserts a tab preceding the text string, 
delimited by CTRL-I. 

Enters text delimited by the first character 
after I (in this case, %). The @ modifier 
changes the command delimiter from ESC 
($) to any other character you wish. For 
a detailed deSCription of the @ modifier, 
see Special Commands and Command 
Modifiers in this chapter. 

Inserts the decimal equivalent (n) of any 
ASCII character listed in Appendix A. 
Speed does not accept certain ASCII 
characters as text in an inserted string. 
For instance, if you try to insert certain 
control characters (for example, CTRL
B) into a text string, the control characters 
Signal Speed to perform a function rather 
than to appear as a character. The nl 
command inserts a single character n, 
where n is. 

Inserts the ASCII representation of the 
decimal n into the buffer at the CP lo
cation, suppressing leading zeroes. Use 
this command in iteration commands to 
complement numeric variable com
mands. See Chapter 4 for an example of 
how to use this command. 

Table 3.5 Insertion commands 
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Character Pointer and Text 
Type-out Commands 
For a complete description of Character Pointer (CP) and 
Text Type-out commands, see Tables 2.1 and 2.3, respec
tively, in Chapter 2. 

Search Commands 
There are four major search commands: S, C, N, and Q. 
For each of these, Speed scans the buffer or input file until 
it finds the exact string of characters you specified. If it 
finds the string, Speed positions the CP after the last char
acter in the string. 

For explanations of the Search (S) and Search and Change 
(C) commands, see Chapter 2, Tables 2.2 and 2.4, respec
tively. The Nonstop Search (N) and Quick Search (Q) com
mands are documented in this chapter. 

The N text Command 
Ntext searches the current buffer for text. If it does not find 
text, Speed outputs the current buffer, clears the buffer, 
yanks in the next page or window length from the input 
file, and continues the search until it finds text or reaches 
an end of file. If the search is unsuccessful, Speed prints 
the error message: 

ERROR.-UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH 

and positions the CP at the beginning of an empty buffer. 

For an example of the N command, return to SAMPLE, 
our file from the Sample Editing Session. Suppose that you 
missed the first error on page 2, "CAPTER." Type: 

!UYSAMPLE$$ 
!NCAPTER$-5MIH$T$$ 

Speed searches the first page of SAMPLE for CAPTER. 
Because it cannot find the string, it outputs the first page 
to SAMPLE. SC and clears the buffer. Speed then yanks in 
the second page of SAMPLE, finds CAPTER, and positions 
the CP after the R. The next command (note the ESC de
limiter) tells Speed to backup five spaces, insert an H, and 
type out the line. 

Your console displays: 

IN CH • APTER 4, WE'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THE MORE 
COMPLEX SPEED 

Close the file with a UE command. 



The Qtext Command 
Use this command if you access a file with a GR command 
and you want to output text that resides late in a file. The 
Qtext command is similar to the Ntext command except that 
when' Speed does not find text, it executes a Y command, 
which clears (and scraps) the current buffer and then yanks 
in the next page. (When Qtext fails to find text, it does not 
output the buffer.) Do not use this command if you opened 
the file with a U command and want to save any part of 
the input file up to text. 

Using the same example as for Ntext, assume that you want 
an output file containing only the second page of SAMPLE. 
Type: 

!GRSAMPLE$$ 
!OCAPTER$-5MIH$$ 
!GWOEXAMPLE$$ 
!PGC$GR$$ 

In this example, we open the file SAMPLE with a GR 
command. GR does not create an output file, and the input 
file, SAMPLE, remains intact no matter what command we 
issue. Speed searches the first page, without finding CAPTER, 
so it clears the buffer, yanks in the second page, and carries 
out the command. We then open the output file, QEXAMPLE, 
with GW and put the contents of the buffer into that file 
with P. Finally, we close the output file QEXAMPLE with 
GC and the input file SAMPLE with GR. 

Search Command Modifiers 
The @ modifier changes the command delimiter from ESC 
($) to any other character you specify (for example, %). 
You can use this modifier with any S, C, N, or Q command, 
and it is particularly useful if the string you are searching 
for contains an Escape character. For example: 

!@Stext$% 

is the same as 

!Stext 

except that the first character after S (% here) delimits the 
text so that you can include the ESC ($) in the search. 

You can use the colon (:) modifier with output commands 
P, R , and nR. The :P command is a modified form of the 
P command, equivalent to P#K$$. It deletes all characters 
in the current buffer after output. You can use the : modifier 
with all P and PW variations. 

The :R and :nR commands are modified forms of Rand 
nR. Each returns an operand to the next command; it returns 
+ 1 if input is successful and 0 if input fails. No error 
message appears if the read is unsuccessful. 

You can use :R or :nR as a numeric argument to the next 
command. For example: 

!:RStext$10T$$ 

If the read is successful, Speed searches one line for text 
and types out the following 10 lines. If the read fails, Speed 
prints nothing, and the CP resides at the beginning of an 
empty buffer. 

You can also use this modifier as a numeric argument with 
any S, C, N, or Q command. No error message appears if 
the search is unsuccessful. In most cases, you will want to 
use the colon modifier in extended command lines or macro 
commands. For example: 

!:Stext$*5T$$ 

If the search is successful, Speed returns a + 1 operand to 
the next command and types five lines from the current 
position of the CPo If the search is unsuccessful, however, 
Speed returns' a 0 to the *5T command. Since the product 
of O*5T equals 0 lines, Speed ignores the T command and 
proceeds to any further commands in the command string. 

You can combine the @ and colon command modifiers; for 
example, the following command strings are legal: 

!@:S%text% 

!:@C%text1%text2% 

See Table 3.9 for a list of colon modifiers used in output 
commands. 

Control Characters in Searches 
You can include any of several control characters in a Search 
command to alter the normal search process. 

Using the CTRL-Z character in a Search command string 
indicates that the position occupied by the CTRL-Z is un
important, and any character is an acceptable match. For 
example: 

!SABCTRL-ZDE$ matches the string ABCDE, ABBDE, 
etc. 

Using a CTRL-T character in a Search command string 
matches zero or more Tab or space characters in the buffer. 
For example: 

!SABCCTRL-TYZ$ matches the string ABC""""XYZ. 
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Using a CTRL-Nx in a Search command string indicates 
that any character is acceptable in the x position except for 
the character x. For example: 

!SABCCTRL-NEE matches the string ABCDE. 

!SABCCTRL-NDE does not match the string ABCDE. 

Using a CTRL-V x indicates that any number of x characters, 
including 0, is acceptable in the position occupied by V x. 
For example: 

I SABCCTRL-VDE matches the strings ABCE. ABCDE, 
and ABCDDE. 

Using CTRL-P in a Search command string positions the 
CP. If the search is unsuccessful. Speed positions the CP 
where CTRL-P was in the Search command string, rather 
than at the end of the matching string. For example: 

!SNOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL CTRL-P GOOD$T$$ 

The console displays: 

NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL • GOOD 

Using CTRL-E with another control character tells Speed 
to interpret the character following CTRL- literally. rather 
than as a special character. You can use this control char
acter to search for other control characters, like CTRL-Z or 
CTRL-P. 

These characters are listed in Table 3.6. 

Mnemonic 

CTAL-E' 
any control 
character 

CTRL-Nx 

CTRL-P 

CTRL-T 

CTRL-Vx 

CTRL-:Z 

Command Description 

Tells Speed to interpret the control char
acter 'l!teraMy rather than as a special 
character. Use this' control character to 
conduct a Search ior other controtchar
acters. 

Indicates that any character is acceptable 
in the x position except for the character 
X. 

Positions the Character Pointer (CP).lf 
the search is successful. Speed positions 
theCPwhereCTRl-~wasinthe search 
string, rather thanattbeend of the·match
ingstring. 

Matches·zero or more tab or space char
. acters m'the, buffer;· . 

Indicates that any number of x charac
ters, incJuding 0,.· is acceptable ,in. the po-
sitionoccupiedby'Vx. . 

Indicates 'that ·the. position. occupied by 
theCTRL~ZistJnimportant. and any char
acteris an.acceptabtematch. 

Table 3.6 Control characters in searches 
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Speed flags any control character in a Search string (except 
the ASCII representations for Tab (CTRL-I), Carriage Re
turn (CTRL-M), New Page (CTRL-L), Line Feed (CTRL
J), and Vertical Tab (CTRL-K) as an error unless you pre
cede it with a control (CTRL-E). Refer to Table 3.5 for 
commands that insert ASCII representations. 

Deletion Commands 
Use the commands described in Table 3.7 to delete char
acters and lines from the edit buffer. Examples appear in 
Chapter 2. 

Mnemonic 

o 

nO 

-nO 

K or OK 

nK 

-nK 

m,nK 

#K 

Command Description 

Deletes a character. 

Deletes n characters to the right of the 
CPo 

Deletes n characters to the left of the CP. 

Deletes the characters from.the CP back . 
to the beginning of the line containing the. 
CPo 

Deletes the lines in the currentbufferfran 
the CP up to and including the next n 
Carriage Returns. 

Deletes n lines preceding thecurrent·line 
plus the characters up to theC? in the 
current line. 

Deletes the(m + 1) through nth charac
ters from the· current· buffer. Speed:po
sitions the CP after the nthcb8racter. ' , 

Deletes all the lines in the cLirrent bUffer. 
See Chapter 2. 

Table 3.7 Deletion commands D and K 

Output Commands 
To replace an entire buffer, it is also possible to use the R, 
nR. and E commands. 

Using R copies the current buffer to the output file, clears 
the buffer. and yanks in another page or window length 
from the input file. If no succeeding pages or window lengths 
exist, Speed returns the error message: 

ERROR: NO MORE CHARACTERS IN INPUT FILE. 

You have already output the current buffer, so nothing is 
lost. The R command is equivalent to the PY command 
sequence. 



Using nR performs an R command n times. 

Using E copies the current buffer and the remainder of the 
input file to the output file. Speed copies any Form Feeds 
detected on input to the output file and clears the current 
buffer. For example, assume that you have opened a file 
consisting of eight pages. and you wish to correct an error 
on page 3, leaving the rest of the file intact. 

!UYSINOZ$2R$$ 

. (modifications) 

!E$$ 

UY opens SINOZ and yanks in the first page. 2R copies 
the first and second page of SINOZ to SINOZ.SC. and yanks 
in page 3. 

After modifying the page, E$$ copies the current page. as 
well as pages 4 to 8 to SINOZ.SC, positioning the CP at 
the beginning of an empty page 9. 

The commands listed in Table 3.8 output data from edit 
buffers and input files. Output commands do not affect the 
position of the CP. 

NOTE: The P and PW commands do not clear the buffer 
after output unless you include the colon (:) modifier. 

Mnemonic Command Description 

Appended Form Feed Character (CTRl-l) 

P 

nP 

-nP 

OP 

m,nP 

. Writes (but does not "Clear) the entire con
tents of the current buffer to the output 
file. with an appended CTRl-l. See 
Chapter 3. 

Writes. nlines from the position of the 
Character Pointer jn· the current buffer, 
with an appended CTRL-l character. 

Writes the preceding n lines plus the 
characters up to the location of the CP in 
the current line, and appends a CRTl-l 
character. 

Writes.the characters on the current line 
from the beginning of the line to the 10-
cation· of the CP, and· appends a CTRL
L character. 

. Wrftesthe(m+l) to nth characters from 
the current buffer, and appends a CTRl
l. 

Table 3.8 Output commands 

Mnemonic Command Description 

Without Form Feed Character (CTRL-L) 

PW 

nPW 

-nPW 

OPW 

Writes the entire contents of the current 
buffer to the output file without appending . 
a CTRl-l. 

Writes (but does not clear) the contents 
of the current buffer to the output fife with
out a CTRL-L. 

Writes (but does not clear) the preceding 
n lines plus the characters up to the CP 
without a CTRl-L. 

Writes the current line up to the location 
of the CP to the output file without a CTRl
L. 

m,nPW Writes the m + 1 to n characters to the 
output file without a CTRL-L. 

Replace Entire Buffer 

E 

R 

nR 

Writes the current buffer and the remain
der of the input file to the output file. Speed 
copies any CTRl -l to the output file and 
clears the current buffer. 

Writes the current buffer to the output file, 
clears the buffer, and yanks in another 
page or window length from the input file. 

Performs an R command n times. 

Colon Modifier in Output Commands 

:P 

:R and :nR 

Deletes (clears) aI/ characters in the cur
rent buffer after output. It is a modified 
form of the P command, equivalent to 
PK$$. You can use the colon modifier 
with aI/ P and PW variations . 

Returns an operand to the next com
mand; one if input is successful and zero 
if input fails. No error message appears 
if the read is unsuccessful. You can use 
:R or :nR as a numeric argument to the 
next command. 

Table 3.8 Output commands (continued) 

Buffer Commands 
Speed lets you use up to 36 edit buffers. coded 0 through 
9 and A through Z. to hold text. You can specify only one 
buffer as the current buffer at any time. but you can change 
the current buffer by issuing a buffer command. Initially, 
buffer 0 is the current buffer. 
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The B? command displays your buffer status. Your console 
lists all active buffers and their lengths in characters. A right 
angle bracket 0) indicates which buffer is current. For ex
ample, type: 

!B?$$ 

Your console displays: 

BUFFER 0-3977 
BUFFER 2-36 

)BUFFER A-4662 
BUFFER G-1903 

Buffer A is the current buffer. 

Using B?x displays the status of a specific buffer. The var
iable x is a single-character name that you specify for any 
one of the 36 edit buffers. 

The BAx command activates buffer x. All buffers except 
the current buffer are stored on disk unless you delete them 
with a BKx command. You can recover all of the active 
buffers in subsequent editing sessions by issuing the BAx 
command. The following example will only work if there 
is no input file. If you have just finished an editing session 
on a large section of a file in buffer 3, your alternatives for 
sending the material to the output file are as follows: 

1. To access only the text contained in buffer 3, issue a 
UE or US command. Both commands copy all of buffer 
3 to the output file, clear the buffer, and close the input 
and output files. The US command also creates a backup 
file from buffer 3, the input file. Note that after either 
command, you could reopen the file using UY or GR 
and be at the beginning of an empty buffer 3. To return 
to another buffer. use a buffer select BSx command. 

2. If the text in buffer 3 is part of a larger file, issue a P 
or PW command and then return to your primary buffer. 
The text in buffer 3 remains intact, though a copy is 
placed in your output file. You could finish editing in 
buffer 0, close out the file with a UE or US, and return 
to the CLI. So far, the instructions in our second ex
ample look like this on your terminal: 

!UYEXAMPLE4$B?$$ 
)BUFFER 0-4077 
BUFFER 3-3011 
!BS3$$ 

. (modifications) 

!P$$ 
!BSO$$ 

.(modifications) 

!UEH$$ 
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Assume that you then want to return to Speed from the CLI, 
to edit the original contents of buffer O. 

R 
SPEED EXAMPLE4 (CR) 
!B?$$ 
)BUFFER 0-3011 

Because you have output the contents of buffer 3 with a P 
command, you now see only the first page of buffer 0 (the 
original contents of buffer 3). To access the second page, 
type: 

!Y$$ 

Unfortunately, by issuing Y instead of R, you lost the first 
page of the file from buffer O. In this case, however, the 
buffer can be retrieved. Type: 

!BA3$B?$$ 
)BUFFER 0-4077 
BUFFER 3-3011 
!BS3$P$BSO$$ 

Once again, you accessed buffer 3 (BS3), placed it in the 
output file, and returned to buffer 0 to complete your editing. 
Buffer 3 remains intact until you either issue a BK3 com
mand or overwrite the buffer with other text. 

Using BKx deactivates and deletes buffer x. Buffer x need 
not be the current buffer. For example: 

!BSO$B?$$ 
)BUFFER 0-3977 
BUFFER 1-366 
!BK1$B?$$ 
)BUFFER 0-3977 

From the current buffer 0, we delete buffer 1. 



The BCx command copies the contents of the current buffer 
to buffer x after clearing buffer x. The nBCx command 
copies to buffer x the next n lines from the CP position in 
the current buffer. For example: 

!BS3$5BCA$$ 

makes buffer 3 current (BS3). Then Speed clears buffer A 
and copies five lines from buffer 3 to buffer A. The contents 
and CP position of buffer 3 remain unchanged. Speed posi
tions the CP at the beginning of buffer A. 

The -nBCx clears buffer x, then copies to buffer x the 11 

lines preceding the current line plus the characters on the 
current line up to the CPo 

The m,nBCx command clears buffer x, and copies the ( + I) 
to nth characters (inclusive) from the current buffer to buffer 
X. The contents and CP position of the current buffer remain 
unchanged. Speed places the CP at the beginning of buffer 
X. 

The BSx command changes the current edit buffer to edit 
buffer X. Speed saves the status of the CP and of any open 
local files when it changes the current edit buffer: then it 
restores them for the new edit buffer. Commands such as 
Yank (Y) and Append (A) send data from the input file to 
whatever edit buffer is current. 

The BTx command is the same as BCx except that Speed 
deletes the characters in the current buffer after moving them 
to buffer X. The nBTX command and -nBTX is the same as 
using nBCx and -nBCx, respectively, except that Speed 
deletes the characters in the current buffer after moving them 
to buffer X. 

The m.nBTX command is the same as m,nBCx except that 
Speed deletes the characters in the current buffer after mov
ing them to buffer X. 

Use the commands listed in Table 3.9 to manipulate buffers 
under Speed. 

Mnemonic 

8? 

8?x 

8Ax 

8Cx 

n8Cx 

-n8Cx 

m,nBCx 

BKx 

8Sx 

8Tx 

n8Tx 

-n8Tx 

m,n8Tx 

Command Description 

lists. all active buffers and their lengths 
(in characters). Uses a right angle bracket 
(» to indicate which edit buffer is current. 

Types out·the status of buffer X. 

Activates buffer x. 

Clears buffer x, writes the contents of the 
current buffer to buffer x, and positions 
the CP at the beginning of buffer X. 

Clears buffer x, writes the next n lines to 
buffer x from the CP position in the cur
rent buffer, positions the CP at the be
ginning of buffer X. 

Clears buffer x, writes to buffer x the n 
lines preceding the current line, plus the 
characters on the current line up to the 
CP, and positions the CP at the beginning 
of buffer x. The contents of the buffer and 
the position of the CP remain unchanged. 

Clears buffer x, writes (m + 1) to the nth 
characters from the·current buffer to buffer 
x, and positions>theCP at the beginning 
of buffer. x. The contents of the current 
buffer remain unchanged. 

Deactivates .and detetes buffer x. Buffer 
x may not be the current buffer. 

Changes the current edit buffer to 1!Ciit 
buffer x. 

Clears buffer x, writes the contents of the 
current buffer to buffer x"positionsthe CP 
at the beginningofbufferx. and deletes 
the charactersm ·thecurrent bufterafteT 
moving them to buffer x. 

Clears buffer. x, writes the next n Unesto 
buffer x from theCP position in the cur
rent buffer,positionstheCP at the be
ginning of buffer x. and ',deietesthe 
characters in the·currentbuffer ·aftermov
ing them to buffer x. ' 

Clears buffer x, writes to buffer x the n 
lines preceding the current line, plus the 
characters" on·· the current ·line up to 'the 
CP. andpositionsthe.CPatthe:beginning 
of buffer x. Deletes the Characters ,in :the 
current buffe! after moving them to buffer 
x. 

Clears buffer x ,writes the (m + 1) to nth 
characters from ·the·current ,buffer to·buffer 
x. The. contents of. the, current buffet. r.e
main unchanged. Deletes the characters 
in the current buffer after moving them to 
buffer x. 

Table 3.9 Buffer commands 
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Local File Commands 
When you open an input or output file. you have the option 
of specifying whether the file is local or global. A local file 
is an input or output file that you open for one particular 
edit buffer. You use local files when you want to access 
parts of other input files. All local file commands are file 
specification commands preceded by the letter B (for ex
ample, BGR and BUY). Therefore. if you do not precede 
the file specification command with the letter B, the file 
you specify is global. If you do open a local file. all your 
commands apply to the local file. Remember. then. to close 
any local file before you issue global commands. Table 3.10 
contains local file commands. 

NOTE: It is possible to have both global and local files 
open for the current buffer. In that case. all the commands 
apply to the local files. 

Mnemonic Command Description 

BGR/filename] 

BGWfiJename Opens or closes local filename for the 
current edit buffer, in accordance with the 

BGC respective GR, GW, GC, UY, UE, or US 
~ command. You can open only one local 

BUYfilename file for output for each buffer. 

BUE 

BUS ) 

Table 3.10 Local file commands 

Status Information (U?) 
When you type U? Speed provides a status report of global 
and local input and output files for the current buffer. For 
example, using the following procedure. you can create an 
output file that contains text copied from several different 
edit buffers containing material from different input files. 
We assume that Speed is running on your system and that 
an input file is already open. 

I. Change the current edit buffer to a different one (BSx). 
2. Type the command to open an input file local to that 

buffer, BGR filename. Type in material and edit it. 
3. Close the input file with the BGR command. then change 

the current edit buffer to another one. Repeat step 2. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 as many times as necessary. mov

ing material into different edit buffers and closing the 
input files afterward. 

S. Open a global output file (a file that accepts output 
from all buffers) with a GW command. unless you 
opened your input file with a UY command. If you 
opened your input files with UY. an output file with 
the extension .SC already exists. 
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6. Move material into the output file from the current edit 
buffer with output commands (P). 

7. Change the current edit buffer to a different one and 
repeat step S. 

8. Repeat steps Sand 6 as many times as necessary. 
9. Close the output file, which now contains modified 

material from several edit buffers. 

Any input or output commands (for example, Y and P) apply 
first to local files that are open. You must close a local file 
before you can access a global file with a particular com
mand. 

Command String Insertion 
Commands 
Use these commands to insert the contents of a file or edit 
buffer into a command string. 

The CTRL-GflJename Command 
If you include the CTRL-G}ilename command in a command 
string. Speed inserts the contents of filename into the com
mand string. When Speed executes the command string, the 
entire contents of filename are inserted into the current buffer. 
The file may contain text you want to insert, commands 
you want to implement. or both. and must be less than 64 
Kbytes long. For example. assume that file EXAMPLE2 
contains a program or set of instructons that you can use 
as a macro command in other programs. In the following 
example. we insert the macro command at the beginning of 
the third line of TESTS. 

!UYTEST5$$ 

!3JICTRL-GEXAMPLE2$T$$ 

The CTRL-Bx Command 
If you include the CTRL-Bx command in a command string. 
Speed inserts the contents of buffer x into the command 
string. When Speed executes the command string, it eval
uates the entire contents of buffer x as part of the command 
string. Buffer x may contain text to be inserted. commands 
to be executed. or both. Buffer x cannot be the current 
buffer. 



In the following example, assume that buffer A contains a 
string of text that you need to insert a number of times into 
file TEST6. Rather than repeat the insertion every time, use 
the Bx command after positioning the CP where you want 
the insertion to begin. 

!UYTEST6$B?$$ 

)BUFFER 0-3977 

BUFFER A-1023 

!JICTRL-BA$$ 

24JICTRL-BA$$ 

In this example, we inserted the contents of buffer A twice
once at the beginning of buffer 0 and once after the 24th 
line. 

Nesting 
You can nest the commands that CTRL-Gfilel1ame and 
CTRL-Bx insert into the command line up to 10 levels 
deep. However, the filename that you specify in the 
CTRL-Gfilename command cannot contain an imbedded 
CTRL-Gfilename command. 

When you use CTRL-Gfilename or CTRL-Bx as the object 
of a search, Speed treats the characters up to the first ESC 
($) in the buffer or the file literally, as text, rather than as 
commands. For example, if buffer x contains: 

CFRIDAY$$ 

and filename contains: 

T$IWEDNESDAY$Z 

then the command string: 

!10(CTRL-Bx;) #CTRL-Gfilename$ = $$ 

would be evaluated as: 

10 (CFRIDAY$$;) #T$IWEDNESDAY$Z=$$ 

In this example, Speed evaluates the command line using 
the contents of buffer x and of file filename in place of 
CTRL-Bx and CTRL-Gfilename. respectively. Note that while 
a double ESC sequence terminates input from the console, 
it does not terminate input from another source, such as a 
buffer or file. 

Iteration Commands 
You can execute a command string any number of times by 
placing the string between angle brackets and specifying the 
number of iterations with a numeric argument preceding the 
brackets. A command string within angle brackets is called 
a command loop. The general form of a command loop is: 

n <command string) 

If n is less than or equal to zero, Speed skips the commands 
within the brackets. 

If 11 is greater than zero, Speed repeats the commands 11 times. 
If you omit 11. Speed repeats the commands indefinitely. 

For example. when you type: 

5(SDATE:$IDJUNE$) 

Speed searches for five occurrences of DATE: and inserts 
DJUNE after each. If Speed finds less than five occurrences 
of DATE:, it positions the CP at the beginning of the buffer. 
You can use the iteration format when correcting repeated 
misspellings or when changing items used throughout the 
text. For example. when you type: 

!10(CSIGNALLED$SIGNALED$)$$ 

Speed searches for 10 occurrences of SIGNALLED and 
changes them to the preferred spelling SIGNALED. 

Speed treats Search commands and File Input commands 
(and R) within command loops as though they were modified 
by the colon modifier. That is, if the command fails. Speed 
returns a zero operand to the next command and does not 
print an error message. However, if the command is suc
cessful, it returns a + I operand to the next command, and 
command execution within the loop proceeds. The success 
or failure of the Search or File Input commands nested 
within command loops does not affect the execution of other 
commands within the command string. 

You can nest command loops up to 10 levels deep. 

Semicolon Command (;) 
The semicolon command terminates a command loop under 
one of the following two conditions: 

I . If the semicolon is preceded by an argument that is less 
than or equal to one. 

2. If there is no preceding argument and the last search 
was unsuccessful. 

In all other cases, command loop execution continues. 
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When Speed completes its first unsuccessful search, the 
semicolon command transfers control out of the current 
command loop to the command immediately following the 
loop. If you do not use the semicolon, Speed continues to 
execute the command loop indefinitely, and does not exe
cute the commands which follow the loop. 

In the previous example, we knew that there were five 
occurrences of the word DATE in the buffer. Suppose you 
are editing in a much larger buffer and have no idea how 
many times DATE (or any arbitrary string) occurs. For 
example,if you type: 

!(SDATE$; IJUNE$)$$ 

Speed searches for all occurrences of DATE and, each time 
it finds DATE, inserts JUNE. When Speed finds the last 
occurrence of DATE in the buffer, it terminates the com
mand loop and returns a prompt to your terminal. The CP 
is now at the beginning of the buffer. If you type: 

!(CJUNE$JUL Y$;)T$$ 

Speed changes all occurrences of JUNE to JULY in the 
current buffer and then types out the first line in the buffer. 

Use the semicolon command only in command loops. When 
you try to use it outside a command loop, Speed flags the 
semicolon as an error. 

You can use the colon command modifier with the semi
colon command. The colon command reverses the action 
of the semicolon command. That is, control transfers out 
of the command loop if the last search was successful. The 
general form of this command modifier is: 

In the example: 

!(:; SDATE$; IJUNE$L2T)$$ 

if Speed finds one occurrence of DATE, it inserts JUNE, 
exits from the command loop, and carries out the L2T$ 
command. If Speed does not find DATE, it positions the 
CP at the beginning of the buffer. 
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Case Control Commands 
With the Case Control commands, you can create and edit 
uppercase and lowercase files from an uppercase terminal. 
Your system must be equipped with an uppercase and lower
case line printer or terminal in order for you to use these 
commands. The general form of the command is: 

nWCxy 

11 may be 0 to deactivate Case ControL a positive value for 
shifting up, or a negative value for shifting down. 

x is any character you wish to use as the SHIFT character. 

y is any character you wish to use as the SHIFT-lock char
acter. 

Use the command variations in Table 3.11 to create and 
edit text in uppercase and lowercase. 

Command 

owc 

WC=$$ 

nWCx 

-nWCx 

nWCxyor 
-nWCxy 

Command Description 

Deactivates case control. Speed reads 
characters from the terminal exactly as 
you type them, with no translation. 

Returns the value of the case control 
mode: 
o = deactivated 
1 =up SHIFT 

- 1 = down SHIFT 

Translates all characters to lower case, 
except when they are preceded by SHIFT 
character x. which leaves the character 
in upper case (shifting up). 

Leaves all characters as upper case un
less you precede them with the SHIFT 
character x, which translates the char
acter to lower case. 

Responds the same as nWCx and 
- nWCx except that y is a SHIFT-lock 
character which translates all characters 
following it to upper case (it shifting up) 
or lower case (if shifting down). The SHIFT
lock character remains in effect until you 
exchange it for. another y, a case control 
deactivation (OWC). 'or a double Escape 
($$). 

Table 3.11 Case control commands 



Case Control Examples 
Look over the following examples I through 5 to familiarize 
yourself with the Speed Case Control functions. 

Example 1 

!1WC'$$ 

!I'HELLO$T$$ 

'HELLO 

These commands instruct Speed to do the following: 

• Set the control mode to shifting up. Use the apostrophe 
as the shift character. 

• Insert HELLO and type out the line. On typeback. the 
same SHIff character precedes any uppercase character. 
so output appears identical to input. 

To insert the SHIff character itself, precede it with another 
SHIff character (which. in this example, is a single quo
tation mark). Speed treats the two adjacent single quote 
characters as one. 

Similarly. if you want to insert a SHIff-lock character. 
precede it immediately by a SHIff character. Speed inserts 
the SHIff-lock character itself into the command string. 

Example 2 

!-1WC#$$ 

!lS'PE'ED$$" 

!OWC$$ 

These commands instruct Speed to: 

• Set the case control mode to SHIff-down. Use the single 
quotation mark as the SHIff character. 

• Insert SpEeD. 

• Deactivate case control. 

You can delete SHIff and SHIff-lock characters by pressing 
DEL after the shift or shift-lock character. 

If you type a SHIff character preceding a character other than 
a letter or another SHIff character, shifting has no effect. 

Case Control changes take effect after the command line 
containing the WC command. Therefore. as a general rule. 
you should terminate all Case Control commands with a 
double ESC ($$) to avoid possible confusion about when 
the command takes effect. 

Example 3 

!1WC#$$ 

!IABC#D#E 

The commands instruct Speed to set the Case Control mode 
to shifting up with the number sign (#) as the SHIff char
acter. 

Example 4 

Once case control is active. it affects everything you type, 
including WC commands. Assume that you have activated 
case control with: 

!-1WC#$$ 

and you want to change the mode to shifting up. Use one 
of these methods: 

• If you change Case Control modes with the same SHIff 
character. you must include a double SHIff character 
(##) in order for Speed to interpret the command prop
erly. For example: 

!1WC##$$ 

• If you deactivate Case Control before changing modes. 
the result is the same as in the previous example. 

!OWC$$ 

!1WC#$$ 

• If you change modes and change the SHIff character 
(from # to 9c), you will avoid confusion. 

!1WC%$$ 

Example 5 

!1WC'&$$" 

!I'THE &ECLlPSE&-LlNE COMPUTERS$$ 

'T$$ 

'THE 'E'C'L'J'P'S'E-LiNE COMPUTERS 

These commands instruct Speed to 

• Set Case Control mode to shift up, using an apostrophe 
as the SHIFf.character and an ampersand as the SHIFf
lock character. 

• Insert: 

The ECLIPSE-line computers 
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Flow Control Commands 
Using Flow Control commands, you can provide for: 

l. Unconditional branching to predefined labels. 
2. Command execution based on the evaluation (true or 

false) of certain conditions. 

These features permit you to write Speed programs in order 
to solve complex editing problems. 

Command String Labels 
To name locations within a command string, use a command 
string label, which has the form: 

!label! 

A label is a string delimited by a pair of exclamation points. 
You can place it anywhere in a command string except in 
text string arguments. 

Speed ignores labels unless they are specifically referenced 
by an unconditional branch command. Therefore, you can 
also use them as comments throughout a Speed program. 

The Unconditional Branch Command 
The Unconditional Branch command (0) provides uncon
ditional branching. The general form of the 0 command is: 

!Olabel$ 

When you issue this command, Speed transfers control to 
! label! in the command string and continues processing the 
command string from the command immediately following 
! label!. The label must contain fewer than 48 characters. 
The label may not be within a command loop. However. 
you can use an Unconditional Branch command to exit from 
a command loop. 

Conditional Command Executions 

The general form of a conditional command execution is: 

nx command string 

where: 

n is a numeric argument. 
x is one of the conditions (defined in Table 3.12) 

which Speed checks against the argument n. 
command string is a command string. 

If the condition is true, Speed executes the commands before 
the next apostrophe C), as well as the commands following 
the apostrophe. If the condition is false, Speed skips the 
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commands before the next apostrophe and begins execution 
with the command immediately following the apostrophe. 
For example, in: 

!VO" N3L' L2T$$ 

if VO = I. Speed executes the 3L command (moves the 
CP three lines forward) before executing L2T. If YO = 0, 
Speed skips the command string and executes only L2T. 

n"Gcmd-str 
o"Lcmd;.,str 
n''Ecmd.;.str 
n"Ncmd-str 

True ifn.) 0 
Trueifn<O 
True if n ,~'O ' 
True if n ::/:: '0 

Table 3.12 Conditional branch commands 

You can nest conditional command execution commands in 
command loops, and you can nest command loops within 
conditional execution commands. When you include con
ditional execution commands in command loops, be certain 
to keep the apostrophe (') and its corresponding quotation 
mark C') within the same command loop level. That is, 
when you nest command loops, you cannot issue a condi
tional execution command that starts at one command loop 
level and ends at another. For example: 

!(SLDA$"NL2T}'$$ 

is unacceptable because the apostrophe was placed outside 
of the command loop. 

Exit Commands 
Use the commands in Table 3.13 to exit from Speed. 

Mnemonic' ,Command Description 
-:. ..... '""".;.~ 

',"'" ~ ,~ '" '«'"'<', ,-., ...... ;;. ,Yw .. ~",«,,"""" ~ <"~'<--n "'0~~v'.""_ .w ... ····,. .~~ ....-

>=~~~tit~· 
'C«)nlyasan:emer,gency;e,Xit1roqJ'S~ec:t 

~XUsIrm1" Spe<.d~#:.i~.#l~1. 
SeeChapter"3>'" '" "" '. . 

Table 3.13 Exit commands 



Special Commands and Command 
Modifiers 
Speed is equipped with several special commands that do 
not fall under any previous category. 

The n = command is a numeric Type-out command. It prints 
the decimal value of n on the terminal; n may be any numeric 
argument or expression. 

The _n command, used as the first and only command 
after a prompt, places the previous command line in buffer 
n. This command is particularly useful for recovering from 
an inadvertent CTRL-A (abort) command. If you accidently 
type something other than -'1 as the first command after 
the prompt, you can recover by typing a CTRL-X or suf
ficient DELs to rub out the entire line as long as you have 
not typed $$. 

The period (.) command represents the current CP position. 
This figure is equivalent to the number which represents all 
the characters between the beginning of the buffer and the 
character to the left of the CPo For example: 

!',ZT$$ 

types every character from the CP to the end of the buffer. 
If you type. = $$, Speed returns the number of characters 
from the beginning of the buffer to the CP. 

The pound sign (#) command is a special double argument 
which is equivalent to O,Z (the entire buffer). Use the pound 
sign preceding Text Type-out commands and Deletion com
mands. 

The? symbol is the Trace command. Use it to debug com
plex Speed macros. The first time you use the? command, 
it turns tracing on. Speed prints the first character of each 
command (and its numeric arguments) as it is executed. The 
next time you use it, tracing is turned off. 

The VL command represents the number of the line which 
contains the CPo If you type VL = $$, Speed types out the 
number of that line. 

The VN command represents the number of lines in the 
current buffer. For example: 

!VN-VLT$$ 

types every line from the current line to the end of the buffer. 

If you type VN = $$, Speed types out the number of lines 
in the buffer. 

The Xstring command executes string as a CLI command. 

It only works if CLI.SV and CLI.OL exist or are linked to 
the current directory. For example: 

!XGTOD$$% 
07108177 10:47:33% 

(GTOD is the CLI command for the current date and time.) 

The Z command represents the total number of characters 
in the buffer. If you type Z = $$, Speed prints the number 
of characters in the buffer. 

We describe these commands in Table 3.14_ 

Mnemonic 

? 

n= 

_n 

. (period) 

# 

VL 

VN 

Xstring 

Z= 

Command Description 

Debugs complex Speed macros. The first 
appearance of a ? command turns tracing 
on; Speed prints the ·first character of each 
command (and its numeric arguments) as 
it is executed. Each subsequent ? com
mand turns tracing off, if it is on; or turns 
tracing on, if it is off. 

Prints the decimal value of n on the ter
minal; n may be any numeric argument 
or expression. 

Places the previous command line in buffer 
n when used as the first (and only) com
mand after a prompt. 

Represents the current CP position . 

Represents a double argument which 
means the entire buffer. 

Represents the number of the line which 
contains the CPo If· you type VL = $$, Speed 
types out the number of that line. 

Represents the number of lines in the cur
rent buffer. 

Executes string as a Cli command but 
only if CLI.SV and CLJ.OL exist or are 
linked to the current directory. 

Represents the total number of charac
ters in the buffer. If you type Z = $$, Speed 
prints the number of characters in the 
buffer. 

Table 3.14 Special commands and special character numeric 
arguments 
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Command Modifiers 
Two command modifiers alter the normal interpretation of 
commands. You can use the modifiers individually or in 
combinations. 

The @ Modifier 
Use this modifier with Insert (I) and search (S, C, N, Q) 
commands to change the command tenninator/delimiter from 
an ESC ($) to any other character. You will find this mod
ifier particularly useful for inserting or searching for a single 
ESC. or when using the CTRL-I text command. 

The @ modifier defines the new command terminator as 
the first character following the command O. S, C, N. or 
Q). 

For examples of the @ modifier, see the insertion and search 
commands earlier in this chapter. 

The Colon Modifier 
The colon modifier has several functions: 

l. Use it with any search (S, C, N, Q), or file input (A, 
Y) command or with an R or nR command to return a 
command value that you can then use as an argument 
to the next command. The command returns an operand 
of + I if Speed executed the command successfully. 
and the operand 0 if the command was unsuccessful. 
No error message appears if the command was unsuc
cessful. 

2. You can use the colon modifier with the semicolon (;) 
in iteration commands to reverse the action of the semi
colon. That is, to transfer out of the command loop if 
the last search was successful. 

For examples, see the section on the Semicolon com
mand in this chapter. 

3. The colon modifies all variations of the P command to 
clear the current buffer. For example: 

!:5,500P$$ 

tells Speed to output the 6th character through the 500th 
characters in the current buffer, append a Form Feed, 
and delete the buffer. This command is equivalent to: 

!5,500P$#K$$ 
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4. The colon modifies the GWfilename command. 

!:GWfilename$$ 

is essentially the same as the GW filename command 
except that Speed creates and opens a random file rather 
than a sequential file for output. 

5. The colon modifies the T command. For example: 

!:#T$$ 

types the entire buffer on the line printer instead of the 
terminal. 

Conclusion 
Many of the commands we have described in this chapter 
are interchangeable: that is. you can use different command 
sequences to perform the same modifications. As you gain 
experience editing with Speed. you will probably discover 
your own methods for editing efficiently. That is the way 
Speed is designed to work. You can choose the best com
mand for an easy solution to your editing problem. 

If you feel comfortable using the commands in this chapter, 
you should be able to perform almost any editing task. 
Chapter 4 gives you an opportunity to test your Speed 
knowledge by practicing examples using combinations of 
Speed commands. 



The examples in this chapter illustrate the use of many Speed 
commands. We assume that you will practice the commands 
using these examples as models. The examples do not nec
essarily represent the most efficient method of solving the 
stated problems. 

Under the Command Description for each example. we ex
plain each command and refer you to the section in Chapter 
2 or Chapter 3 for a fuller description. We describe com
mands only when they first appear in the example. We show 
an empty line between command lines so that you can read 
them more easily. It is not necessary to insert an empty line 
between command lines at your console. 

Remember to type a double ESC ($$) to end a command 
or a command string, and a single ESC ($) to separate 
commands in a command sequence. R is the RDOS/DOS 
Command Line Interpreter (CLl) prompt. 

Example 1 

1. Invoke Speed and create a new file. 
2. Insert material from your terminal. 
3. Instruct Speed to make the console display the file on 

your so that you can check its accuracy. 
4. Close the file and exit from Speed. 

The operation sequence is as follows: 

R 

SPEED FILE1 (CR) 

CREA TING NEW FILE 

!Itext. ............................. $$ 

!#T$$ 

!UEH$$ 

R 

Command 

SPEED FILE1 

Itext ... $$ 

#T$$ 

UEH$$ 

Chapter 4 

Speed Examples 

Description 

From the CLI, call Speed and execute a UY 
command on FILE1. Since FILE1 does not 
exist, Speed returns the message CREA T
ING NEW FILE, then returns the Speed 
prompt. In this example, the UY command 
opens a file called FILE1 for input and a file 
called FILE1.SC for output. We describe other 
ways to open input and output files in the 
section Commands to Open and Close Files 
in Chapter 3. 
Insert text into the current buffer of FILE1. 
We describe other kinds of insertion com
mands under Insertion Commands in Chap
ter 3. 
Type the contents of the entire buffer on the 
terminal. Other Type-out commands type one 
or more characters or lines from the buffer. 
See Type-Out Commands in Chapter 2. 
Copy the current buffer to FILE1.SC; close 
FILE1 and FILE1.SC; delete FILE1; rename 
FILE1.SC to FILE1 ; and exit from Speed. 
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Example 2 

I. Invoke Speed and open FILE 1 for input. 
2. Create an output file called OUTFILE. 
3. Bring a page of the input into the current buffer and 

edit it. 
4. Move the contents of the input file into the output file: 

clear the buffer. 
5. Close both input and output files. 

R 

SPEED (CR) 

!GRFILE1 $GWOUTFILE$Y$#T$$ 

!Stext$2K$J25T$$ 

!R#T$$ 

!3LCtext1 $text 2$$ 

!E$GC$GR$$ 

!H$$ 

Command 

GRFI:"E1$ 
GWOUTFILE$ 
Y$#T$$ 

Stext$2K$J25T$$ 

R#T$$ 

3LCtext1 $text2$$ 

E$GC$GR$$ 

H$$ 

Description 

Open FILE1 for input. Create output file 
OUTFILE. 
Yank the first page of FILE1 into the edit 
buffer, then type out the entire contents of 
the buffer. See Chapter 2 for a description 
of these commands. 
Edit commands: 
S - Search command. See Search Com

mands in Chapter 2. 
K - Kill Line command. See Chapter 3. 
J - Character Pointer command. See Chap-

ter 2. 
The R command is a combination of the P 
and Y commands. 
It instructs Speed to: 
• Move the contents of the buffer to the 

output file. 
• Clear the buffer. 
• Move the next page from the input file 

into the buffer (equivalent to P$Y$$). 
See Output Commands in Chapter 3. 
Edit commands: 
L - Character Pointer Command. See Chap

ter 1. 
C - Change command. See Search and 

Change Commands in Chapter 2. 
The E command is another combination in
puUoutput command. It instructs Speed to: 
• Move the contents of this buffer and the 

rest of the input file to the output file. 
• Clear the buffer. See Chapter 3. 
• Close the output file (GC). See Chapter 

2. 
• Close the input file (GR). See Chapter 2. 
Exit from Speed. 
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Examples 3 through 9 use more complex Speed commands. 

Example 3 
Change a file containing random-size pages to one which 
contains 50-line pages (method A). 

150WM$UYfilename$( (SCTRL-L$;-1 D)ZJICTRL-L$R;)US$$ 

Command 

150WM$ 
UYfilename$$ 

«SCTRL-L$;-1 D) 

ZJICTRL-L$ 

R;) 

US$$ 

Description 

Set window mode for 50 lines long. 
Open filename for input and output. Yank 50 
lines. 
Search the buffer for all occurrences of CTRL
L (New Page or Form Feed) and delete them. 
Exit from the inner command loop when the 
search fails. 
Position the CP at the end of the buffer and insert 
a New Page character. 
Output the buffer to the output file. Yank another 
50 lines and repeat outer loop. If the R command 
fails, exit the loop. 
Close the 1/0 files with backup file. 

NOTE: Although Z is a character-oriented argument and J is a line
oriented command, the ZJ combination is acceptable and provides 
a technique for positioning the CP at the end of the buffer. The 
combinations ZM and VN + 1 J also position the CP at the end of 
the buffer. 

Example 4 
Change a file containing random-size pages to one which 
contains 50-line pages (method B). 

150WM$UYfilename$BS 1 $121$BSO$$ 

«SCTRL-B1$;-1 D)ZJICTRL-B1$R;)US$$ 

Command Description 

150WM$ Set window mode for 50 lines long. 
UYfilename$ Open filename for input and output. Yank 50 

lines. 
BS1 $121$BSO$ Put the ASCII decimal representation of Form 

Feed in edit buffer 1 and return to edit buffer O. 
«SCTRL-B 1 $;-1 D) Search edit buffer 0 for all occurrences of the 

contents of edit buffer 1 (Form Feed character, 
CTRL-L) and delete them. Exit the inner com
mand loop when the search fails. 

ZJICTRL-B1$ Position the CP at the end of the buffer and insert 
a ForJTl Feed character from buffer 1. 

R;) Output the buffer to the output file. Yank another 
50 lines and repeat the outer loop. If the R com
mand fails, exit the loop. 

US$$ Close the 1/0 files with backup files. 



Example 5 
Put consecutive page numbers at the top of each page in a 
file (method A). 

lUYfilename$ 

OVSOOVS 1 OVS2 

lPAGEl7(CTRL-I$)IPAGEO$ 

V10-1 0"EOVSOVI1-1 0"EOVS1 V12$' , 

48 + V2148 + V1148 + VOII 

$:R"NOPAGE$'US$$ 

Command 

UYfilename 

OVSOOVS10VS2 

lPAGEl7(CTRL-I$ 
)IPAGEO$ 
VI0-10"E 

OVSOVI1 
-10"E 

OVS1VI2$' , 

48 + V2148 + 
V1148+VOII 

$:R"NOPAGE$ 
'US$$ 

Description 

Open filename for input and output. Yank the 
first page. 
Set the units', tens', and hundreds' counters to 
zero (numeric variables VO, V1, and V2, re
spectively). See Chapter 3 for numeric variables. 
Set a label !PAGE!. Insert seven tabs and insert 
PAGE. 
Increment the units' counter and subtract 10. If 
the result is not equal to 0, skip the commands 
before the matching apostrophe. 
If the units' counter reached 10, place a zero in 
the units' counter, increment the tens' counter 
and, subtract 10. If the result is not equal to zero, 
skip the commands before the matching apos
trophe. 
If the tens' counter reached ten, place a zero in 
the tens' counter and increment the hundreds' 
counter. 
Insert the ASCII decimal equivalent of the in
tegers stored in the hundreds', tens', and units' 
counters followed by a Carriage Return. 
Output the page and yank another page. If the 
yank was successful, jump to location PAGE in 
the macro. Otherwise, close the 1/0 files with 
backup files. The colon returns an operand of 
plus one if the R command is successful and 0 
if it fails. The N command tests this result. 

Example 6 
Put consecutive page numbers at the top of each page in a 
file (method B). 

lUY filename$OVSO$(7(CTRL-I$)IPAGEO$VI0\1 

$R;)US$$ 

Command 

lUYfilename$ 
OVSO$ 
(7(CTRL-I$) 
IPAGEC]$ 
VIO\I 

$R;) 

US$$ 

Example 7 

Description 

Open filename for input and output. Yank a page. 
Set variable 0 to O. 
Space over seven tabs and insert PAGE. 

Increment variable 0, convert the integer to its 
decimal ASCII representation, and insert a Car
riage Return. 
Output the page to the output file and yank an
other page. If the yank is successful, repeat the 
loop. Otherwise, exit the loop. 
Close the 1/0 files with backup files. 

Create a file (FILE.3) composed of rearranged pages from 
two other files (FILE. I and FILE.2). 

File. 1 File.2 

Page I Page I 

Page 2 Page 2 

Page 3 Page 3 

lGWFILE.3$GRFILE.1 $3(Y)P$ 

GRFILE.1 $2(Y)P$GRFILE.2$3(Y)P$ 

GRFILE.1 $YPGRFILE.2$YRP$GR$GC$$ 

File.3 

FILE. I 
Page 3 
FILE. I 
Page 2 
FlLE.2 
Page 3 
FILE. I 
Page I 
FILE.2 
Page I 
FILE.2 
Page 2 
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Command 

!GWFILE.3$ 
GRFILE.1 $3(Y)P$ 

GRFILE.1 $2(Y)P$ 

GRFILE.2$3(Y)P$ 

GRFILE.1 $YP 

GRFILE.2$ 
YRP$ 

GR$GC$$ 

Example 8 

Description 

Create a new output file FILE.3. 
Open FILE.1 for input, get the third page, and 
output it to FILE.3. 
Close and reopen FILE.1, get the second 
page, and output it to FILE.3. 
Close FILE.1 and open FILE.2 for input. Get 
the third page and output it to FILE.3. 
Close FILE.2 and open FILE.1 for input. Yank 
the first page and output it to FILE.3. 
Close FILE.1 and open FILE.2 for input. 
Yank the first page and output it. Yank the 
second page and output it. 
Close FILE.2 and FILE.3. 

Create a macro of Example 6 in a buffer which can be called 
for reuse by a CTRL-Bx command (where x is the buffer 
containing the macro). 

!BS1 $@I%OVSO$(7(CTRL-I$)IPAGEO$VIO/I(CR) 

$R;)US%BSO$$ 

!UYfilename$CTRL-B1 $$ 

Command 

!BS1$@I% ... % 

BSO$$ 
!UYfilename$CTRL-B1 $$ 

Description 

Make buffer 1 current and insert the 
command string delimited by the % 
character. 
Return to buffer O. 
Open filename for input and output and 
execute the macro in buffer 1. The 110 
files art3 closed by the macro. This com
mand line may be repeated for any fi
lename without entirely retyping the 
macro contained in buffer 1. 
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Example 9 
Create a macro of Example 6 in a file which can be called 
for reuse by a CTRL-G filename$ command. Saving the file 
lets you use it in subsequent editing sessions. 

!GWMACRO.1 $@I%OVSO$(7(CTRL-I$)IPAGEO$ 

VIO \ I$R;)US%PWUE$$ 

!UYfilename$CTRL-GMACRO.1 $$ 

Command 

!GWMACRO.1 $ 
@·I% ... % 

PWUE$$ 

!UYfilename$CTRL-G 
MACRO.1$$ 

Description 

Open the file MACRO.1 for output. 
Insert the command string delimited by the 
% character. 
Write the contents of the buffer to the output 
file and close the output file. Use PW to avoid 
the Form Feed, which would be interpreted 
as an erroneous command in the file. 
Open filename for input and output and 
execute the commands in file MACRO.1. 



This chapter contains an alphabetical list of Speed com
mands and command modifiers with a brief description of 
what each does. The list includes arithmetic operators and 
control characters to which Speed responds. 

The list starts with alphabetized special characters (graphic 
characters that are neither letter, digit. nor space characters). 
special character numeric arguments. and conditional branch 
commands. Alphabetized letter commands follow, with the 
simplest form of the command appearing first, then com
mand formats using special character modifiers and/or nu
meric arguments. 

Command and Symbol Descriptions 

@ 

!string! 

(asterisk) 
Multiplies (as arithmetic operator). 

(at sign) 
Modifies Insert and Search commands, 
changing the text delimiter to any char
acter appearing immediately after the 
command. 

(colon) 
Modifies search, file input, and R com
mands (A, V, R, S, N, Q, C), returning an 
operand to the next command (1 if the 
search or input succeeds and 0 if it fails). 

Modifies type commands (nT, -nT, m,nT), 
sending output to the line printer. 

Modifies output commands (P, nP, m, nP, 
PW, nPW, m, nPW), clearing the buffer 
after output. 

Modifies the GWfilename command, cre
ating a randomly organized output file. 

(colon with semicolon) 
Jumps out of the command loop if the last 
Search command was successful. 

(exclamation point delimiting a string) 
Delimits a label named string within a 
command string. Must be referenced by 
OIabe/. Treats !string! as a comment when 
used without an Unconditional Branch 
command. 

Chapter 5 

Command Summary 

-n 

n\ 

n"Ecommand string' 

n"Gcommand string' 

n"Lcommand string' 

n"Ncommand string' 

- n<command string) 

n<command string) 

n\ 

n= 

n; 

(minus or negative, depending upon use) 
Subtracts (as arithmetic operator); counts 
back (as part of numeric argument to a 
command). 

(negative numeric argument) 
Places the previous command string in 
buffer n. Must enter it as the first com
mand after the prompt appears. 

(numeric argument with backslash) 
Inserts the ASCII representation of the 
decimal number n into the buffer at the 
CP location. 

(numeric argument, two apostrophes, .E, 
command string, and apostrophe) 
Executes the command string if n equals 
O. 

(numeric argument, two apostrophes, G, 
command string, and apostrophe) 
Executes the command string if n is greater 
than O. 

(numeric argument, two apostrophes, L, 
command string, and apostrophe) 
Executes the command string if n is less 
than O. 

(numeric argument, two apostrophes, N, 
command string, and apostrophe) 
Executes the command string if n equals 
O. 

(negative numeric argument with com
mand string in brackets) 
Skips command within the brackets. 

(numeric argument with command string 
in angle brackets) 
Performs enclosed commands n times. 

(numeric argument with backs lash) 
Inserts the ASCII representation of the 
decimal n into the buffer at the CP lo
cation, suppressing leading zeros. 

(numeric argument with equal sign) 
Types out the value of numeric argument 
n. 

(numeric argument with semicolon) 
Jumps out of the command loop if n is 
less than O. 
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_n (underscore with numeric argument) BSx Changes the current buffer to buffer x. 
Places the previous command string in 
buffer n. Must be the first command after BTx Clears buffer x, writes the entire contents 
the prompt appears. of the current buffer to buffer x, and de-

letes the characters moved to buffer x 
(period) from the current buffer. 
Represents the current CP position. 

m,nBTx Clears buffer x, writes the (m + 1 ) through 

# (pound sign) nth characters from the current buffer to 

Applies command to entire edit buffer. buffer x. Deletes the characters moved 

(Equivalent to the double arguments O,Z.) to buffer x from the current buffer. 

+ (plus) -nBTx Clears buffer x, writes the preceding lines 

Adds (as arithmetic operator). plus the characters up to the CP in the 
current line to buffer x. Deletes the char-

(semicolon) acters moved to buffer x from the current 

Jumps out of the command loop if the last buffer. 

Search command failed. 
nBTx Clears buffer x, writes the next n lines 

(slash) 
from the CP position in the current buffer 

Divides (as arithmetic operator). 
to buffer x. Deletes the characters moved 
to buffer x from the current buffer. 

? (question mark) BUx Activates buffer x. 
Turns trace mode on (if off) and off (if on). 

BUE Transfers remainder of local input file to 
A Reads one page from the input file and the output file and closes the input and 

appends it to the current edit buffer. output files. Deletes the input file and re-
names the output file to the input filename 

B? Lists all active buffers and their lengths when file has been opened with a BUY 
(in characters). Uses a right angle bracket command. 
0) to indicate which edit buffer is current. 

BUS Transfers remainder of local input file to 
B?x Types out the status of buffer x. the output file. Closes the input/output files. 

Creates backup file when file has been 
BAx Activates buffer x. opened with a BUY command. 

BCx Clears buffer x, writes the entire contents BUYfilename Opens local filename for input, opens fi-

of the current buffer to buffer x, and po- Jename. SC for output, and yanks in a page. 

sitions the CP at the beginning of buffer 
x. Ctext1 $text2$ Searches for text1 and replaces it with 

text2. 

m,nBCx Clears buffer x, writes the (m + 1) through 
@C%text1%text2% Searches for text1 delimited by the first nth characters from the current buffer to 

buffer x, and positions the CP at the be- character after C (arbitrarily shown here 

ginning of buffer x. as %) and replaces it with text2. 

-nBCx Clears buffer x, writes the preceding n 
@m,nC%text1%text2% Searches (m + 1) through nth characters 

lines plus the characters up to the CP in 
for text 1 , delimited by the first character 

the current line to buffer x, and positions 
after C (arbitrarily shown here as %), and 

the CP at the beginning of buffer x. 
replaces it with text2. 

nBCx Clears buffer x, writes the next n lines 
@ - nC%text1%text2% Searches the preceding n lines plus the 

characters up to the CP on the current 
from the CP pOSition in the current buffer line for text1 delimited by the first char-
to buffer x, and pOSitions the CP at the acter after C (arbitrarily shown here as 
beginning of buffer x. %), and replaces it with text2. 

BGCfilename Closes the input file local to the current @nC%text1%text2% Searches the next n lines for text1 , delim-
edit buffer. ited by the first character after C (arbi-

trarily shown here as %) and replaces it 
BGRfilename Closes the input file for the current edit with text2. 

buffer and opens filename for input. 
@OC%text1%text2% Searches the current line from the begin-

BGWfilename Creates and opens a sequentially orga- ning of the line up to the CP for text 1 , 
nized local output file for the current buffer. delimited by the first character after C (ar-

bitrarily shown here as %) and replaces 

BKx Deletes buffer x. it with text2. 
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:Ctext1 $text2 Searches for text1, replaces it with text2, m ,nCtext1 $text2$ Searches (m + 1) through nth characters 
and returns an operand to the next com- for text1 and replaces it with text2. 
mand (1 if the search succeeds and 0 if 
it fails). No error message is displayed - nCtext1 $text2$ Searches the preceding n lines plus the 
after an unsuccessful search. characters up to the CP on the current 

line for text1 and replaces it with text2. 
:m ,nCtext1 $text2 Searches (m + 1) through nth characters 

for text1, replaces it with text2, and re- nCtext1 $text2$ Searches from the CP through the next 
turns an operand to the next command. n Carriage Returns for text1 and replaces 
No error message is displayed after an it with text2. 
unsuccessful search. 

OCtext1 $text2$ Searches the current line from the begin-
: - nCtext1 $text2 Searches the next n lines for text1, re- ning of the line up to the CP for text1 and 

places it with text2, and returns an op- replaces it with text2. 
erand to the next command. No error 
message is displayed after an unsuc- CTRL-Bx Inserts the contents of buffer x (text, com-
cessful search. mands, or both) into the command string 

in the position of the CTRL-Bx command. 

:nCtext1 $text2 Searches the next n lines for text 1 , re- Evaluates the contents of buffer x as part 

places it with text2, and returns an op- of the command string. Buffer x may not 

erand to the next command. No error be the current buffer. 

message is displayed after an unsuc-
cessful search. CTRL-C Returns to CLI from Speed. 

:OCtext1 $text2$ Searches the current line from the begin- CTRL-E any control Interprets the next character literally, rather 

ning of the line up to the CP for text 1 , character than as a special character. 

replaces it with text2, and returns an op-
erand to the next command. No error CTRL -Gfilename Inserts the contents of filename (text, 

message is displayed after an unsuc- commands, or both) into the command 

cessful search. string in the position of the CTRL-Gfile-
name command. Evaluates the contents 

@:C%text1%text2% Searches for text1 delimited by first char- of filename as part of the command string. 

acter after C, replaces it with text2, and 
returns an operand to the next command. CTRL-I Inserts a Tab. 

No error message is displayed after an 
unsuccessful search. CTRL-Itext$ Inserts a Tab plus text delimited by CTRL-

I and ESC ($). 

@:m,nCtext1$text2$ Searches (m + 1) through nth characters 
for text1 delimited by first character after CTRL-Nx Accepts any character except x in the po-

C, replaces it with text2, and returns an sition occupied CTRL-N. 

operand to the next command. No error 
message is displayed after an unsuc- CTRL-P Positions the CP at the position occupied 

cessful search. by CTRL-P in the Search string if the 
search is successful. 

@: - nC%text1%text2% Searches the preceding n lines plus the 
characters up to the CP on the current CTRL-T Accepts zero or more space or Tab char-

line for text1 delimited by first character acters in this position. 

after C, replaces it with text2, and returns 
an operand to the next command. No er- CTRL-Vx Accepts any number of the character x in 

ror message is displayed after an unsuc- the position occupied by CTRL-V. 

cessful search. 
CTRL-Z Accepts any character in the position oc-

@:nC%text1%text2% Searches from the CP through the next cupied by CTRL-Z. 

n Carriage Returns for text1 delimited by 
first character after C, replaces it with text2, -nO Deletes n characters to the left, starting 

and returns operand to the next com- at the CP position. 

mand. No error message is displayed af-
ter an unsuccessful search. nO Deletes n characters to the right, starting 

at the CP position. 

@:OC%text1%text2% Searches the current line from the begin-
ning of the line up to the CP for text1 E Outputs the buffer and the rest of the in-

delimited by first character after C, re- put file. 

places it with text2, and returns an op-
erand to the next command. No error GC Closes the current global output file. 

message is displayed after an unsuc-
cessful search. GR Cioses the current global input file. 
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GRfilename Closes the current input file and opens -nL Moves the CP to the beginning of the nth 
filename for input. line preceding the current line. 

GWfilename Creates and opens an output file in se- nL Moves the CP to the beginning of the line 
quentially organized format. following the nth Carriage Return. 

:GWfilename Creates and opens an output file in ran- OL Moves the CP to the beginning of the 
domly organized format. current line. 

H Returns to the CLI from Speed. -nM Moves the CP n characters to the left. 

Itext$ Inserts text delimited by I and ESC ($) at nM Moves the CP n characters to the right. 
the current position of the CP. 

N 
ICTRL-E any control Inserts both characters into the line at the 
character current position of the CPo Ntext$ Searches the rest of the input file for text. 

For each page, outputs the buffer to the 
@I%text% Inserts text delimited by the first character output file. 

after I (in this case, %) at the current po-
sition of the CPo ((iN%text% Searches the rest of the input file for text 

delimited by first character after N. 
@CTRL-ltextCTRL-1 Inserts text delimited by CTRL-I at the 

current position of the CPo ((i :N%text% Searches the rest of the input file for text 
delimited by the first character after Nand 

CTRL-Itext$ Inserts a Tab into the edit buffer preced- returns an operand to the next command 
ing the text string. (1 if search succeeds and 0 if it fails). No 

error message is displayed after an un-
n\ Inserts the ASCII representation of the successful search. 

decimal number n into the buffer at the 
CP location. : Ntext Searches the rest of the input file for text 

and returns an operand to the next com-
nl Inserts the character whose ASCII deci- mand (1 if search succeeds and 0 if it 

mal equivalent (from Appendix A) is n at fails). No error message is displayed after 
the current location of the CP. an unsuccessful search. 

J Moves the CP to the beginning of the OIabel Transfers control to label string (!Iabe!!) 
buffer. and continues processing command string 

from command immediately following 
nJ Moves the CP to the beginning of the nth !Iabel!. 

line in the buffer. 
P Outputs the edit buffer (with an appended 

ZJ Moves the CP to follow the last character New Page character (CTRL-L)) to the 
in the buffer. output file. 

OJ Moves the CP to the beginning of the :P Outputs the edit buffer (with an appended 
buffer. New Page character (CTRL-L)) to the 

output file and clears the buffer after out-
K Deletes the characters from the begin- put. 

ning of the current line to the CP position. 

m,nP Outputs the (m + 1) through nth charac-
-nK Deletes the preceding n lines and the ters (with an appended New Page char-

characters up to the CP on the current acter (CTRL-L)) to the output file. 
line. 

-nP Outputs the preceding n lines plus the 
m,nK Deletes the (m + 1) through nth charac- characters up to the CP (with an ap-

ters. pended New Page character (CTRL-L») 
to the output file. 

nK Deletes the lines starting at the CP po-
sition through n Carriage Returns. nP Outputs n lines from the CP (with an ap-

pended New Page character (CTRL-L») 

#K Deletes all lines in the current buffer. to the output file. 

OK Deletes the characters from the begin- OP Outputs the characters on the current line 
ning of the current line to the CP position. from the beginning of the line to the lo-

cation of the CP (with an appended New 

L Moves the CP to the beginning of the Page character (CTRL-L)) to the output 

current line. file. 
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PW Outputs the edit buffer to the output file. @m,nS%text% Searches the (m + 1) through nth char-
acters for text delimited by the first char-

m,nPW Outputs the (m + 1) through nth charac- acter after S (arbitrarily shown here as 
ters inclusive to the output file. %), and positions CP after text. 

-nPW Outputs the preceding n lines plus the 
@-nS%text% Searches the preceding n lines plus the 

characters up to the CP on the current characters up to the CP on the current 

line to the output file. line for text delimited by the first character 
after S (arbitrarily shown here as %), and 

nPW Outputs n lines from the CP to the output 
positions CP after text. 

file. @nS%text% Searches from the CP through the next 
n Carriage Returns for text delimited by 

OPW Outputs the current line from the begin- the first character after S (arbitrarily shown 
ning of the line to the CP to the output here as %), and positions CP after text. 
file. 

@OS%text% Searches the current line from the begin-

Qtext Searches file for text. Does not output text ning of the line up to the CP for text de-

to the buffer. limited by the first character after S 
(arbitrarily shown here as %), and posi-

@Q%text% Starts at CP and searches for text delim-
tions the CP after text. 

ited by first character after Q (arbitrarily @:S%text% Starting at the CP, searches for text de-
shown here as %) without outputting text limited by the first character after S (ar-
to the buffer. bitrarily shown here as %), returns an 

operand to the next command, and po-
@:Q%text% Searches file for text delimited by first sitions the CP after text. No error mes-

character after Q (arbitrarily shown here sage is displayed with an unsuccessful 
as %) without outputting text to the buffer. search. 
Returns an operand to the next command 
(1 if the search succeeds and 0 if it does @:m,nS%text% Searches the (m + 1) through nth char-
not). No error message is displayed after acters for text delimited by the first char-
an unsuccessful search. acter after S (arbitrarily shown here as 

%), returns an operand to the next com-

:Qtext Searches file for text without outputting mand, and positions the CP after text. No 

text to the buffer, and returns an operand error message is displayed with an un-

to the next command (1 if search suc- successful search. 

ceeds and 0 if it does not). No error mes-
(ci: - nS%text% Searches the preceding n lines plus the sage is displayed after an unsuccessful 

search. characters up to the CP on the current 
line for text delimited by the first character 

R Outputs the contents of the edit buffer, 
after S (arbitrarily shown here as %), re-
turns an operand to the next command, 

clears the buffer, and yanks the next page and positions the CP after text. No error 
from the input file. message is displayed with an unsuc-

cessful search. 
:R Outputs the contents of the edit buffer, 

clears the buffer, yanks in the next page, @:nS%text% Searches from the CP through the next 
and returns an operand to the next com- n Carriage Returns for text delimited by 
mand. the first character after S (arbitrarily shown 

here as %), returns an operand to the 

:nR Outputs the contents of the edit buffer, next command, and positions the CP af-

clears the buffer, yanks in the next page ter text. No error message is displayed 

from the input file n times, and returns an with an unsuccessful search. 

operand to the next command. 
@:OS%text% Searches the current line from the begin-

nR Outputs the contents of the edit buffer, 
ning of the line up to the CP for text de-
limited by the first character after S 

clears the buffer, and yanks in the next 
(arbitrarily shown here as %), returns an 

page from the input file n times. 
operand to the next command, and po-
sitions the CP after text. No error mes-

Stext$ Starting at the CP, searches for text de- sage is displayed with an unsuccessful 
limited by S and ESC ($) in the current search. 
buffer, and positions CP after text. 

:Stext$ Searches for text and returns an operand 
@S%text% Starting at the CP, searches for text de- to the next command (1 if the search suc-

limited by the first character after S (ar- ceeds and 0 if it does not), and positions 
bitrarily shown here as %), and positions the CP after text. No error message is 
CP after text. dispiayed with an unsuccessful search. 
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:m,nStext$ Searches the (m + 1) through nth char- :-nT Outputs n lines preceding the current line 
acters for text, returns an operand to the plus the characters on the current line up 
next command, and positions the CP af- to the CP to the line printer instead of 
ter text. No error message is displayed displaying them at the console. 
with an unsuccessful search. 

:nT Outputs characters from the CP through 
:-nStext$ Searches the preceding n lines plus the the next n Carriage Returns to the line 

characters up to the CP on the current printer instead of displaying them at the 
line for text, returns an operand to the console. 
next command, and positions the CP af-
ter text. No error message is displayed :OT Outputs the current line, showing the po-
with an unsuccessful search. sition of the CP, to the line printer instead 

:nStext$ Searches from the CP through the next 
of displaying it at the console. 

n carriage returns for text, returns an op- U? Types global and local file status. 
erand to the next command, and posi-
tions the CP after text. No error message UE Transfers the remainder of the input file 
is displayed with an unsuccessful search. to the output file. Closes the input/output 

:OStext$ Searches the current line from the begin-
files. Deletes the input file and renames 
the output to the input filename when the 

ning of the line up to the CP for text, re- file has been opened by a UY command. 
turns an operand to the next command, 
and positions the CP after text. No error US Transfers the remainder of the input file 
message is displayed with an unsuc-

to the output file. Closes the input/output 
cessful search. 

files. Creates a backup file when the file 

m,nStext$ Searches the (m + 1) through nth char-
has been opened with a UY command. 

acters for text and positions the CP after 
UYfilename Opens filename for input, filename.SC for text. 

output, and yanks a page. 

-nStext$ Searches the preceding n lines plus the 
Vv Represents the current value of variable characters up to the CP on the current 

line for text and positions the CP after v. 

text. 
nVSv Sets the variable v to value n and returns 

nStext$ Searches from the CP through the next that value. 

n Carriage Returns for text and positions 
VDv Decrements the value of variable v and the CP after text. 

represents the decremented value. 

OStext$ Searches the current line from the begin-
Increments the value of variable v and ning of the line up to the CP for text and Vlv 

positions the CP after text. represents the incremented value. 

T Types the current line showing the po- VL Represents the number of the line which 
sition of the CPo contains the CP. 

:T Types text on the line printer instead of VN Represents the number of lines in the cur-
the terminal. rent buffer. 

m,nT Types the (m + 1) through nth characters WC Returns the value representing the case 
inclusive. control mode (0,1, or -1). 

-nT Types the n lines preceding the current OWC Deactivates case control. 
line plus the characters on the current line 
up to the CPo -nWCx Activates shift-down using x as the shift 

character. 
nT Types from the CP through the next n 

carriage returns. nWCx Activates shift-up using x as the shift 
character. 

OT Types from the beginning of the current 
line up to the position of the CPo -nWCxy Activates shift-down using x as the shift 

character and y as the shift-lock char-
#T Types out the contents of the buffer. acter. 

:m,nT Outputs the (m + 1) through nth charac- nWCxy Activates shift-up using x as the shift 
ters to the line printer instead of display- character and y as the shift-lock char-
ing them at the console. acter. 
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WM= 

nWM 

Returns the value of the data input mode 
(0 or n). 

Changes from page to window mode with 
an n line window length. 

OWM. 

Xstring 

y 

Changes from window to page mode. 

Executes string as a CLI command. 

Clears the buffer and reads one page from 
the input file. 
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Memory Utilization 

Initially, Speed allocates 10K words of memory, allowing 
room for approximately 14,000 characters in ECLIPSE@
line computers, and 13,000 in the NOV A ®-line or 
microNOV A ® computers. This space is divided. as needed. 
between the program, the current edit buffer. and the com
mand line input buffer. If Speed needs more room. it obtains 
1 K word more memory, and the message 

*CORE** 

is displayed on your terminal. Each additional I K word of 
memory allows storage space for 2,048 characters. 

If Speed exhausts all available memory during command 
execution. your console displays this error message: 

ERROR:MEMORY SPACE EXHAUSTED 

and the current command is aborted. Enough room is left 
at tbis point to execute some commands, but you should 
issue a text output command shortly. 

If you are typing a command line and you exhaust all avail
able space, your console displays this error message: 

ERROR:MEMORY SPACE EXHAUSTED 

and issues a new prompt. You can then save the old com
mand line by issuing the _11 command (see Chapter 3. 
Table 3.14). 

Error Handling 
There are two types of Speed errors: editing errors and 
RDOS/DOS errors. We describe Speed errors in Appendix 
B. The system stores a text file, Speed.ER, which contains 
the text of all these error messages. Errors appear in the 
form: 

ERROR.·MESSAGE 

MESSAGE is the error text shown in Appendix B. 

Chapter 6 

Implementation Notes 

If the Speed.ER file is not present in the directory where 
you are running Speed. your console displays this message: 

WARNING: EXPANDED ERROR TEXT NOT AVAILABLE 

before the first prompt. Editor errors are of the form: 

ERROR:Snn 

SI111 is the numeric error code described in Appendix B. 

RDOS/DOS errors are described in the appropriate system 
reference manual. If an RDOS/DOS error occurs, Speed 
types: 

ERROR:Rnn 

1111 is the number of the error code. 

After any error. Speed types up to nine characters of the 
command line. The first character is the erroneous com
mand. The only exception occurs when Speed encounters 
an error while executing a buffer or insert file (CTRL-Bx 
or CTRL-Gfilel1ame command). If such an error occurs, 
Speed displays the correct command string insertion com
mand. For example. if you are executing a macro in buffer 
A and an error occurs, Speed types: 

instead of flagging the actual error in buffer A. 

The only other error that can occur is a fatal internal error. 
If this error occurs. Speed immediately returns control to 
the CLI. The CLI then returns the error message: 

UNKNOWN ERROR CODE = xxxxxx 

xxxxxx is the address of the error. Such an error can only 
be caused by a malfunction in RDOS or Speed, so it is 
unlikely that you will see this error message. However. if 
you do. please save all details on how to recreate the error 
and notify your local Data General Applications Engineer. 
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RDOS/DOS Channel Usage 
For most editing functions. eight channels are more than 
you will ever need. However, if you are doing complex 
editing. you may require more. (With 36 buffers, Speed has 
the potential to use more than the limit of 64 channels, since 
it needs one channel for each open input, output, command, 
and insertion file.) 

When Speed runs out of channels, your console displays 
the error code: 

ERROR:NO MORE CHANNELS AVAILABLE (error code 21) 
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You can change the number of channels by modifying lo
cation 413 in the save file. Use the OEDIT command (the 
octal editor). The right byte at location 413 contains the 
number of channels initialized for Speed. 

Changing the Escape Character 
The Speed Escape character is the same as the ASCII ESC 
character (octal 33). If you have an older model keyboard,it 
may generate another code from the ESC (or ALT MODE) 
key. In order to use Speed from such a terminal, you must 
use OEDIT and change location 45 in the save file so that 
it contains the correct octal code for the ESC character as 
generated by your terminal. 



KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL MNEMONIC 

o 000 100 I t @ 1 NUL 

1 001 I 011 t A SOH 

2 0021 02 t B STX 

3 0031 03 t C ETX 

4 0041 04 t 0 EOT 

5 1 0051 05 t E ENQ 

6 1 0061 06 tF ACK I 
7 1 007 1 07 t G BEL I 

8 0101 08 t H ""=",t.CJ 
9 011 I 09 I tiT A8 1 

110 0121 OA I t J ~:: I 
I 11 0131 ~ t K . VT I • IVSIt.T_ 

12 o14lce t L ~M I 
13 015 OD tM ~I 

14 I 016 OE t N SO 

15 1 017 Of t 0 SI 

16 1020 10 I t POLE 

1710211111 t Q DCl 

1810221 12 I t R DC2 

1910231131 ts OC3 

12010241141 tT OC4 

I 21 1 0251 151 t U NAK 

1 2210261161 tv SYN 

I 23 t 02711 7 I t w ET8 

I 24 I 030 I 18 I t x CAN 

I 25 0311 191 tY EM 

26 03211Altz sua 

27 0331 18 I ESC ESCAPE) 

28 0341 1 cit \ fS I 
29 0351 10 I t 1 GS I 
30 1 0361'E'1 t t RS I 
3110371 lF I t-luS I 

Appendix A 

ASCII Character Set 

KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL 

32 040 I 20.1 SPACI I 
33 041 121 I ! I 
34 0421 22 I(Q~~TEJ 

35 0431 231 # 

36 0441 241 $ 

37 045125 I °Al 

38 I 046 I 261 & 

39 / 047' 27 I'A~OS I 
40 I 050 I 28 I ( 
41 I 051' 29 I ) 
42 I 0521 2A I * 
43 I 0531 28 I + I 
44 0541 2C I,c~., 

45 0551 20 I -
46 056 I 2E 1''':'00 
470571 2F II 
48 0&0'3010 

491 0&1 I 31 I 1 

so 1062 32 I 2 

51\ 063 331 3 

52/064341 4 

53 10&5 35 I 5 

54 1066 36' 6 

55 1067 37 I 7 

56 1 070 I 38 I 8 

571 071 1 39 I 9 

58 10721 3A I 
59\ 0731 3B I 
60107413c < 
61 10751 30 -

62 107613E > 
6310771 3F 

KEY 
DECIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL 

65 101' 41 I A I 
66 1021 42 I B I 
67 1031 43 I C I 
68 1041 44 1 D I 
69 1051 45 1 E 

7011061461 F 

71 11071 47 1 G 

7211101 48 1 H 

73 111' 49' I 

74 1121 4A I , 
75 1131 48 I K 

76 114' 4C I L 

77 1151 40 M 

'78 116 4E N 

79 117 4F 0 

801120 50 P 

81 1121 51 Q 

821122 52 I R 

83 11231 53 I S 

84 11241 54 I T 

851125' 55 U 

86 126 I 56 V 

87127157 W 

88 130 I 58 X 

89 1311 59 1 Y 

90 11321 5A I z 

91 1133 58 I [ 
921134 5C 1 \ 

93\135 50 I 1 

941136 5E ItOA 

95 1137 5F 1;;-_ 

961140 60 1 IGR:VEI 1 

KEY 
DeCIMAL OCTAL HEX SYMBOL 

97 11411 61 a 

98 11421 62 b 

99 11431 63 c 

1001144164 d 

10111451651 e I 
102 1146 I 66 f 

103 11471 67 g 

1041150 I 68 h 

1051151169 

10611521 6A 

10711531 68 k 

10811541 6C I I 

1091 155 1 60 I m 

1101156 6E I n 

'1111157 6F I 0 

1121160 70 I P 

1131161 71 I q 

11411621 72 I r 

11511631 73 I 5 

11611641 74 I t 

11711651 75 I u 

118 1661 76 v 

119 1671 77 w 

120 170 I 78 x I 
'121 171 I 79 Y I 
'122 1721 7 A z I 

1231173 78 

1241174 7C I 

1251175 70 1 I 
1261176 7E ,;;:;;" I 
1271177 7F ~.~~"I 
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01 ILLEGAL FILE NAME 
Filename is incorrect. 

02 SYNTAX ERROR 
Format of command is incorrect (e. g., 2#T). 

03 ILLEGAL VARIABLE NAME 
Legal variable names are zero through nine only. 

04 ILLEGAL NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS TO COM
MAND 
Commands such as m,nR are not legal. 

05 ILLEGAL BUFFER NAME 
Zero through nine and A through Z are the only legal 
buffer names. 

06 BUFFER IS INACTIVE 
You attempted to use the BKx or CTRL-Bx command 
on an inactive buffer. 

07 MAXIMUM ITERATION LEVEL EXCEEDED 
Command loop nesting level is greater than 10. 

10 NO OPEN FILE 
You attempted to use the A, Y, P, PW, R, E, UE, or 
US command without an open file. 

11 FILE ALREADY EXISTS 
You attempted to create an existing file using the GW 
command. 

12 FILE DOES NOT EXIST 
You attempted to open a nonexistent file. 

13 FILE ALREADY OPEN 
You attempted to open an output file with a GW or UY 
command without first closing a previously opened out
put file. 

14 NO MORE CHARACTERS IN INPUT FILE 
An A, Y, or R command has reached an end of file. 

15 UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH 
The string that you are searching for was not found. 

16 MAXIMUM INSERT DEPTH EXCEEDED 
The nesting level of CTRL-Bx and CTRL-Gfilename$ 
has been exceeded. 

Appendix B 

SPEED Error Messages 

17 SEARCH STRING OR < ) BROKEN OVER TWO 
LEVELS 
The search command or command loop starts at one 
command insert level and ends at another level. 

20 INSERT FILE TOO LONG 
The file is larger than 64 Kbytes. 

21 NO MORE CHANNELS AVAILABLE 
All lIO channels in use. See Chapter 3. 

22 INPUT LINE TOO LONG 
The maximum line length is 132 characters. A line longer 
than 132 characters has been read using an A, Y, R, E, 
or UY command. This is a warning message only; ex
ecution of the command string continues. 

23 ATTEMPT TO DELETE CURRENT BUFFER 
A BKx command may not be used for the current buffer. 

24 PARITY ERROR 
The character in error is replaced by a backslash ( \ ). 
This is a warning message only; execution of the com
mand string continues. 

25 STACK OVERFLOW 
Internal Speed error. 

26 MEMORY SPACE EXHAUSTED 
No more memory is available. See Chapter 6. 

27 ATTEMPT TO EXECUTE CURRENT BUFFER 
A CTRL-Bx command may not be used for the current 
buffer. 

30 UNTERMINATED STRING 
The @S or @I command needs a second delimiter. 

31 < WITH NO CORRESPONDING) 

32 " WITH NO CORRESPONDING ' 

33 LABEL NOT FOUND 
The label referenced by an unconditional jump (0) com
mand cannot be found. 

34 UNABLE TO OPEN $LPT 
No line printer in system. 

35 STRING ARGUMENT TOO LONG 
In Ostring$ command, the string is greater than 48 char
acters. 
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36 FIRST ARGUMENT GREATER THAN SECOND 
ARGUMENT 
In commands which have two arguments. the first must 
be less than or equal to the second (for example. m,nT). 

40 RENAMING ERROR 
Improper file handling detected during UE/US execu
tion. 

41 ILLEGAL COMMAND 
A character or characters were used which are not de
fined as a legal Speed command. 

42 ILLEGAL ARGUMENT TO COMMAND 
A command which accepts only a positive argument was 
given a negative argument. 

43 ILLEGAL CONTROL CHARACTER IN SEARCH 
STRING 
A character other than those described in Table 2.2 in 
a search command string. 

46 ROOS/OOS Superedit Text Editor 

44 FILE READ PROTECTED 
You attempted to open a read-protected input file. 

45 FILE WRITE PROTECTED 
You attempted to write or append to a write-protected 
output file. 

46 FILE OPENED WITH UY 
You attempted to use a GR or GC command to close a 
file opened with a UY command. Use US or UE instead. 

47 FILENAME TOO LONG 
You specified a filename containing more than 49 char
acters. RDOS checks only the first 10 characters in a 
filename for uniqueness and up to 2 characters in the 
filename extension. 

53 DIRECTORY SPECIFIER UNKNOWN 
You attempted to access a nonexistent or unlinked 
directory. 



<> (angle brackets), with numeric arguments 23 
: (colon) search modifier 17 
@ (new search delimiter) 17 
!Iabel! (Name Location) command 26 
$ (ESC), see Escape character 3 
.(period) current CP location command 27 
.BU see Filename extensions 15 
.SC see Filename extensions 14 
#T (type all) command 9 
A (Control) in console displays 2 
413 in save file, see Location 413 42 
; (semicolon) command loop terminator 23 

A 

A (append) command, in page mode 14 
AL T MODE character, see Escape character 3 
Angle brackets « », with command strings 23 
Arithmetic operators 13 
ASCII character set (Appendix A) 43 

8 

B command prefix 14 B? (Display Buffer Status) 
command 20 
Backup files 15 
Buffer, see Edit buffer 
Buffer 0, see Edit buffer 
Buffers, multiple 14 

c 
C (change) command 9 
C (change) command, error message 9 
Case control commands, see Commands 24 
Channel usage, RDOSjDOS 42 
Channel usage,limits 42 
Character pointer (CP), definition of 2 
Colon (:) command, with semicolon (;) command 24 
Command delimiters, to change 28 
Command line error message 41 
Command line location in terminal display 1 
Command loop terminator 23 
Command loops 23 

Index 

Command modifiers 
: (colon) 28 
@ (at) 28 
string labels 26 
Z= (Characters in Buffer) 27 
'"E (conditional) 26 
"G (conditional) 26 
'"L (conditional) 26 
"N (conditional) 26 
!label! (Name Location) 26 
!string! see label 
.(period) (Current CP Location) 27 
# (Apply Command To Whole Buffer) 34 
#T (Type All) 9 
? (trace mode) 34 
+ (Add) 34 
_n (Save Old Command) 34 
; (Jump Out of Command Loop if Search Fails) 23 
A (Append) 15 
B (Buffer) 19 
B? (Display Buffer Status) 20 
C (Change) command 9 
case control 24 
character pointer 6 
colon (:) and semicolon (;) used together 24 
conditional see Conditional commands 
CTRL-Bx (Insert Contents of Buffer x) 22 
CTRL-Gfilename (Insert Contents of Filename) 22 
D (Delete Characters) 10 
delimiting of 3 
exit 26 
file input 15 
flow control 26 
format of 3 
GC (Global Close) 7 
GC (Global Close) 12 
GR (Get a File for Reading) 8 
GW (Get a File for Writing) 5 
H (Home) 12 
I and CTRL-I 5 
iteration 23 
K (Kill Line) 11 
local file 22 
N (Nonstop Search) 16 
numeric variable 13 
o (Unconditional Branch) 26 
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OEDIT 42 
output 18 
output file (GW) 5 
page mode 13 
PW (Put Without New Page Character) 11 
Q (Quick Search) 17 
S (Search) 8 
string insertion 22 
structure of 3 
T (Type Out) 9 
to nest 23 
U? (Status Information) command 22 
UE (Update) 15 
US (Update, Save Backup) 15 
UY (Open Input File and Create Output File) 14 
VL (Value of Line Where CP Located) 27 
VN (Number of Lines in Current Buffer) 27 
window mode 1 3 
Y (Yank a Page or Window into Buffer) 11 
error messages with 41 

Conditional commands 26 
Conditional commands, nesting of 26 
Console control keys 2 
Control characters 

CTRL-B 22 
CTRL-E 16 
CTRL-Gfilename 22 
CTRL-L 14 
CTRL-L (New Page) 11 
functions of 2 
in command nesting 23 
in searches 17 
to enter 2 

Core message 41 
Core space, if exhausted 41 
CP, position after a search 8 
CP, position after N (Nonstop Search) 16 
CTRL-B, see Control characters 
CTRL-Bx (Insert Contents of Buffer x) command 22 
CTRL-Gfilename (Insert Contents of Filename) 

command 22 
CTRL-X, as line deletor 2 
Current buffer, see Edit buffer 

D 

D (Delete Characters) command 10 
Definitions, command delimiter 3 
Definitions, edit buffer 3 
DEL (Delete Key), see Delete characters 2 
Delete, by character (D command) 10 
Delete by line (K command) II 
Delete characters 2 
Deletion commands, see Summaries 18 
Delimiting commands, see Commands 
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E 

Edit buffer 1, 3 
effect of P and PW commands on I I 
to clear 11 

Editing process 5 
Erasing characters and lines, see Delete characters 2 
Error correction, with S (Search) 8 
Error handling 41 
Error messages 

C (Change) command 9 
channel usage 42 
CTRL-Bx 41 
CTRL-Gfilename 41 
fatal internal error 41 
general form 41 
insert file 
N (Nonstop Search) command 16 
RDOS malfunction 41 
S (Search) command 8 
semicolon (;) command loop terminator 24 
Speed (Appendix B) 45 
Speed malfunction 41 

Errors 
C (Change) command 9 
RDOSjDOS 41 
see Delete characters and lines 2 

ESC character, to change 42 
Escape character 3 
Escape character, to change 42 
Examples 

@ (at) and: (colon) command modifiers 17 
#T as empty buffer check 1 I 
angle brackets ( < » for command loops 23 
append current buffer to file and close it 15 
C (Change) command 9 
C (Change) command 9 
change command deli meter 17 
change command delimiters and return an operand 17 
change random-size page (Example 3) 30 
change random-size page (Example 4) 30 
clear current buffer 28 
close output and input files 12 
colon (:) and semicolon (:) in command loops 28 
colon (:) and semicolon (;) together 24 
colon (:) modifier 28 
colon (:) modifier with # T 28 
colon (:) modifier with 6 commands 28 
colon (:) modifier with GW command 28 
command string 10 
correct repeated misspellings 24 
create and open random files 28 
create file from other files (Example 7) 31 
create macro and call with CTRL-Bx (Example 8) 32 
create macro and call with CTRL-G (Example 9) 32 
D (Delete Characters) command 10 
display local file names 15 



find words S (Search) 8 
GR (Get for Reading) command 12 
GW (Get for Writing) command 5 
I (Insert Text) command 5 
insert file into command line with CTRL-G 22 
insert macro command into command line 22 
insert text repeatedly with CTRL-Bx 23 
K (Kill) command II 
move inputfile contents to outputfile (Example 2) 30 
N (Nonstop Search) command 16 
nest commands 10 
nest commands with CTRL-Bx and CTRL-G 23 
nested commands 10 
open input and output files 12 
open input and output files with UY 14 
output page from file 17 
P and Y commands II 
put page numbers at page top(Examples 5 and 6) 31 
Q (Quick Search) command 17 
repeat command string execution 23 
repeat text insertion 23 
reverse action of semicolon command 24 
S (Search) command 8 
search for all occurrences of a string 24 
search the current buffer for text 16 
semicolon (;) command loop terminator 24 
set case control (Examples 1-5) 25 
set conditions for command execution 26 
set variables 13 
Speed edit cycle (Example 1) 29 
starting SPEED without UYfilename 14 
T (Type Out) command 9 
type entire buffer on line printer 28 
UE (Update) command 15 
Y (Yank in a Page) command 11 

Exit commands, see Commands 

F 

Fatal internal error, see Error messages 
File input and output (Figure 1.1) 3 
File status command, see U? command 
Filename extensions, .BU 15 
Files 

copy 15 
create 5 
create backup of 15 
global 14 
input and output 3 
local 14 
scratch 14 

Flow control commands, see Commands 

G 

GC (Global Close) command 7 
GC (Global Close) command 12 
GR (Get a File for Reading) command 8 

H, I, J 

H (Home) command, see Commands 12 
I (Insert Text) command 5 
Input files, see Files 
J (Jump CP) command 7 

L 

L (Move CP in Line) command 7 
Labels, command string (!string!) 26 
Leave SPEED, see H command 12 
Line, see Text 
Link entry, NSpeed command I 
Local file commands, see Commands 22 
Location 413 42 
Location 45 42 

M 

M (Move Cp by Character) command 7 
Malfunctions 

RDOS 41 
Speed 41 

Memory space, what to do if exhausted 41 
Memory utilization, on ECLIPSEs 41 
Memory utilization, on NOVAs 41 

N 

N (Nonstop Search) command 16 
New page character, see Control characters 
NOVA computer systems 1 
NSpeed command 1 
Numeric arguments 

evaluation of 13 
in command format 3 
P and PW commands 1 I 
with S (Search) command 8 

Numeric variable commands 13 

o 
o (Unconditional Branch) command 26 
OED IT, to change location 45 42 
OED IT, to modify location 413 42 
Operators, arithmetic 13 
Output files, see Files 
Overview, total manual i 

P,Q,R 

P (Put) command 11 
P (Put) command, effect on CTRL-L 14 
Page, see Text 
Page mode commands, see Summaries 
Prompt 

CLI 1 
Speed I 
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Q (Quick Search) command 17 
Related manuals ii 
Repeating commands 23 
RUBOUT, see Deleting 2 

s 
S (Search) command 8 
S (Search) command, error message 8 
Sample text 

first page (Figure 2.1) 7 
second page (Figure 2.2) 12 

Search command modifiers 17 
Semicolon (;) command 23 
Special commands 27 
Speed 

capabilities of 1 
command 1 

SPEED.ER 41 
Start Speed I 
Start SPEED, in edit session 5 
Start Speed, without UY filename 14 
Storage space 41 
Store modified text 12 
String, see Text 
String arguments, in command format 3 
Summaries 

arithmetic operators (Table 3.1) 13 
ASCII character set (Appendix A) 43 
buffer commands (Table 3.9) 21 
C commands (Table 2.4) 10 
case control commands (Table 3.11) 24 
character pointer commands (Table 2.1) 6 
conditional branch commands (Table 3.12) 26 
control characters in searches (Table 3.6) 18 
error messages (Appendix B 45 
deletion commands (Table 3.7) 18 
exit commands (Table 3.13) 26 
file input commands (Table 3.4) 15 
insertion commands (Table 3.5) 16 
local file commands (Table 3.10) 22 
numeric variable commands (Table 3.2) 13 
output commands (Table 3.8 and 3.8 (continued» 19 
page and window mode commands (Table 3.3) 14 
S commands (Table 2.2) 8 
sample session and commands (Figure 2.3) 12 
special commands (Table 3.14) 27 
T commands (Table 2.3) 9 

T 

T (type out) command 9 
Terminal display 1 
Text 

definition of 2 
types of 2 
insertions 5 

Typesetting conventions ii 
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u 
U? (Status Information) command 15 
UE (Update) command 15 
US (Update File and Save Backup) command 15 
UY (Open Input File and Create Output File) command 14 

v, W, Y, Z 

V (Numeric Integer Variable) command 13 
VL (Value of Line Where CP Located) command 27 
VN (Number of Lines in Current Buffer) command 27 
WC (Case Control) command 24 
Window, see Text 
Window mode, with long files 14 
Window mode commands, see Summaries 
Y (Yank a Page or Window into Buffer) command II 
Z= (Characters in Buffer) command 27 
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